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ABSTRACT FOR PART l 
Measured data for carbon dioxide emissivities at temperatures 
up to 1800°K have been correlated by postulating (a) that the effective 
spectral region widths, in which significant contributions are made to 
the total emission of radiant energy, increase with temperature and 
optical depth. and (b) that unknown combination and harmonic bands 
make contributions to the integrated intensities of selected spectral 
regions in such a way that the absolute values o£ the integrated inten-
sltieo (em - 2. atm · l) remain invariant with temperature. 
Spectral emiseivities have been calculated in the infrared for 
hydrogen chloride to the rigid-rotator harmonic oscWator approxima• 
don ualng the "smeared- out" rotational line model for temperatures 
of 600 and 2400°K. In the weak-line approximation, this model gives 
reasonable agreement with numerical calculations. In the strong-
line approximation. there is quite a. large discrepancy, particularly 
0 in the P - branch, at 2400 K ; much better agreement is obtained if 
vibration- rotation interaction and anharmonicity terms are included 
in the calculation. 
Equilibrium sp~ctral emissivitiea have been computed for water 
vapor by using available low-temperature spectroscopic data. Satis-
factory agreement with experimental results a.t 1111 °K is obtained if 
the nearly symmetric top expressioos for integrated intensities are 
used in conjunction with the just- overlapping line model. 
ABSTRACT FOR PART II 
The general equations of radiative energy transfer are pre-
sented. When the absorption coefficients and/ or the ga.s volume are 
sufficiently large, the general transport equation can be appr~mated 
by the "dif!usion approximation". This approximation is applied to a 
two-phase aystem consisting of carbon· particles dispersed tn a gas. 
The Rossela.nd mean absorption coofficients are calculated !or 
spherical carbon particles of 200 and 987 A radius at temperatures of 
1000 and l000°K. and a comparison ls made of the relative magnitudes 
of conductive and radiative heat transfer for this system. 
In the special case when scattering may be neglected. and the 
temperature and pressure of the gas are constant, the transport equa-
tion can be integrated for a parttcuJ.ar direction. The total radiant 
energy tra:nsfer to any given element oi area depends upon geometri-
cal interchange fa.etors. These interchange factors have been evalu-
ated for centrally located areas in cylindrical and conical chambers& 
simple relations a .re given for a transparent gas and an optically deuse 
gas. A represenative calculation ha.s been carried out for the radiant 
energy transfer to a centrally-located area element at the plane o£ 
intersection of two truncated c-ones. 
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PART I : THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF 
EQUILIBRIUM I NFRARED GAS EMISSI VITIES 
FROM SPECTROSCOPIC DATA 
-Z-
I. INTRO DUCTION 
'\\ hen a. body of gas is heated, it radiates energy at frequencies 
characte ristlc of the gas. This radiation is the result of electronic, 
vibrational, and rotational transitions from excited energy levels to 
lower energy levels of the molecules.(l) The emitted radiant energy cor-
responding to these transitions is distributed over a well- defined wave -
length region. 0 For temperatures up to 2500 K, which occur in normal 
engineering applications, the bulk o£ the radiation is connected with 
changes in vibrational or rotational energy of the molecule. The radi-
ation corresponding to these transitions lies in the near infrared, i. e . , 
ln the wavelength region from 1 to 30 microns. 
The magnitude and spectral character of the radiant energy de-
pends upon the temperature, pressure, and molecular composi11on of 
the gas. It is termed "thermal radiation" when the gas ls in thermal 
equilibrium. In principle, it should be possible to calculate theo):'eti-
cally the radiation emitted by a. heated gas if sufficient information is 
available on the spectroscopic constazm of the molecules involved. 
However, in many cases, the required constants are imperfectly known, 
and most gases have been investigated experimentally only at relatively 
low temperatures. High-temperature measurements of gas emissivities 
under equilibrium conditions are possible, but the experiments are dif-
ficult to perform. The problem , then, is one of extrapolating low tem-
perature laboratory data to high temperature conditions. Thus the 
ultimate objective of any theory of gas emissivitles is to calculate the 
radiation emitted by a heated gas, at various temperatures, pressures, 
and geometrical path lengths, from spectroscopic parameters measured 
at room temperatu.re. 
A. EMISSIVITY 
The spectral emissivity, e , of a distributed gaseous radiator 
tt 
is defined as the ratio of the radiation emitted by the gas, in the wave-
number range between " and tJJ + da.• , to that of a blackbody at the 
same temperature, viz. , 
= [ 1 - exp (-P wX)] 
where P w is the spectral absorption coefficient, X is the optical 
depth 
X = ps 
(1) 
(2) 
(here p is the pressure of the radiating gas and s is the geometric 
length), and R 0 d:· is the spectral blackbody radiancy in the wavenum-
w 
ber range between w and ::J + dw at the temperature T , and is given 
by the expression 
0 2 3 . -1 
R ,, du• = 21!'hc If' [ exp(hcw /kT)-1 ] d'' (3) 
where h is Pfanck' s constant, c is the veloeity of light, u. is the 
wavenumber, and k ie Boltzmann's constant. 
The total emissivity e:: of the ga-s is obtained by integ:vating 
equation ( 1 ). Thus 
c = 
co J R: [ 1 - exp(- P wX)]dw 
0 
(4) 
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In practice, the range of 
integration in equation (4) is only extended over the wavenumber range 
in which P wX is ~ensibly different from zero. In actual calculations, 
-4-
lt is often convenient to use the normalized blackbody radiancy, Pw , 
where 
The ratio of the maximum blackbody radiancy R 0 to the total 
!1. 
blackbody radiancy c.rT4 is given by 
Ro 
·; 
= 
o. 314 8 
T 
max 
Using equations (5) and (6), equation (4 ) can be rewritten ae 
00 
o. 3148 r 
e: = T J Pw .:w dw • 
0 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
In Figure 1 the normalized blackbody function Pw is plotted as a func-
tion of wavenumber £or various temperatures. 
F or the limit o! very small optical depths, the exponential in 
equation ( 1) may be expanded and 
(8) 
When equation (8) applies, the gas is termed "transparent" and ia said 
to radiate " ln the linear region of the curve o£ growth", 1. e., eel£-ab-
sorption may be neglected. 
In the case of a mixture of two gases, with spectral absorption 
coefficients P and P , and partial pressures p 1 and p 2, re-wl 1!12 
spectlvely, the spectral emlesivity of the mixture is 
,. = 1-ex:p [ -(P p 1 + P p 2)s]. w w1 w2 
(9) 
Equation (9) may be rewritten ln terms of the spectral emisalvities of 
the two constituents as 
Pw
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ew = ~ + e .. e: e 
Wl Wz Wl Wz (10) 
where E: = ( 1 - exp [ -P, .. p1e] ) • Thus, while the spectral absorp-wl wi 
tion coefficients are additive, spectral emlseivities are not additive 
unless the gases are transparent. 
B. ABSORPTION BANDS OF MOLECULES 
A vibration-rotation band consists of allowed rotational lines 
associated with a given vibrational transition. Each of these spectral 
lines produces a non-zero absorption coefficient in the neighborhood of 
the band center. The wavenumber w of a particular Une is given by 
the difference in the sum of the vibrational and rotational energies of 
the final and initial states. The width of an individual line is charac-
terietic of the molecule and varies with temperature and pressure. At 
sufficiently low pressures, the spectral lines may be considered to be 
completely separated; at sufficiently high pressures, they merge to 
form a more or less continuous region of absorption. 
The resolving power of the spectrometer used in an experimental 
transmission measurement of an absorption band affects the resulting 
data. With very low reeolution, the band seems without structure. With 
somewhat higher resolution, it may be observed to consist of several 
adjoining maxima which form the envelope of the band. Figure Z shows 
this contour foJ' HC.t. With spectrometers of sufficiently high resolu-
tion. the measured bands ln the near infrared show the rotational line 
structure,which is either regularly or irregularly spaced (see Figure 3). 
The area under the curve of spectral absorptivity plotted a.s a function of 
wavenumber is independent of the spectrometer slit width (see Figure 
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Figure 2. Fundamental absorption band of HC.t in the 
near infrared. [From W. Burmeister, 
11 Untersuchungen uber die ultraroten Absorptions-
spektra einiger Gase, 11 Ber. deutsch. phys. Ges., 
15, 595 (1913). J 
-sa-
Figure 3. Fine structure of the fundamental absorption band of 
HCt in the near infrared [from E . s. Imes, "Measure-
mente on the Near Infrared Absorption of Some Di· 
atomic Ga.aes, " Astrophys. J . ~~ l60 (1919)]. 
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F igure 4. Effect of spectrometer slit w i dth on the observed a.b· 
sorption spectrum of carbon dioxide and water vapor 
in the ~K 7 micron region. The data are plotted as per 
cent absorption a.s a function of wavenumber (from 
ref. 3 ). 
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4)(Z)_ Thle a~ea is termed the band absorption AB and is defined by 
the relation 
AB - f [1 - exp (-P0,X) J dw • 
band 
(11) 
A more useful quantity, however, for theoretical calculations ls the 
integrated intensity ~ of the band. Tlis is defined as the integral of 
the absorption coefficient over the region of the band 
r 
J 
band 
( 1 l) 
Similarly, the integrated intensity of an individual spectral line S is 
defined by the relation 
('I 
s l!i' j (13) 
line 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine experimentally the in-
tegrated intensity of a band. With a spectrometer of moderate resolu-
tion, lt le found that the true spectral quantities are not measured 
because the individual lines, which constitute the band, have a wldth 
much narrower than the resolution attained with the spectrometer. 
Three methode may be used to resolve this difficulty: measurements 
may be made with high resolution, at small optical depths where equa-
tion (8) appUes,or the fine structure may be broadened by exaznlning the 
gas under high pressure*. When one of the specified conditions is not 
* The area under the absorption-coefficient vs. wave:number curve 
(a.= S Pwdw) does not change significantly with moderate changes ln pre a-
sure. Hence the efiect of hlgh pressure is primarUy that of minimizing 
the variations of Pw with to • However, for polar molecules, such as 
HzO, the integrated intensity may change appreciably with total pressure\4 ) 
-11-
met, a.n apparent absorption coeffiCient and an apparent integrated ln-
tensity may be found formally, but the true value of ~ may then be as 
much as ten times as great as the apparent integrated intensity. Errors 
introduced by comparing the integrated intensities of two bands in the 
same spectrum are not as large, but they still exist and strong bands 
wtll appear to be less strong than they actually are. (S) 
C. MODELS OF SPECTRAL BANDS 
It may be seen from equation (13) that the absorption coefficient 
th 
at the wavenwnber w and associated with the j spectral line, which· 
l d b db th 1 . (6.-8) s centere at wj , may e represente y e re ation 
(14) 
where b ls the half- width of the line, and F(u:- wj;b) is the line shape 
factor which is normalized so that 
Q) 
r I F ( lt - tt• . ; b )dw = 1 
t.. J 
(15) 
-oo 
Hence, the energy emitted by a gas at the wavenutnber uJ can be writ-
ten as 
R,, = R 0 (1 - exp[-ps[SJF(•e·- w.;b)]} • 
w w j J (16) 
Equation (16) is true, of course, only if the gas is at a uniform temper-
ature and pressure. The problem of radiative energy transport is dis• 
cussed in P art II. 
The emitted radiation is usually desired over a finite frequency 
interval containing a number of spectral lines, but when the spectral 
lines are irregularly spaced or partially overlap each other, tKK~en the 
integral of equation (16) becomes difficult to evaluate. However, 
-12-
various models have been proposed that lead to reasonably simple 
mathematical expressions for the emitted radiant energy. The most 
appropriate model for a given application depends upon the spectrum of 
the molecule under consideration. 
1. Just-Overlapping Llne Model~S• 9• 11 ) This model does not 
require any knowledge of spectral linewidth since the linea are assumed 
to be just overlapping. The absorption coefficient for a given line is 
found by dividing the integrated intensity S o£ that Une by the mean Une 
* spacing 6 • 
(17) 
This smeared-out. average absorption coefficient wW obviously show 
no pressure dependence. 
Z. Box Model. <6• 1 2• 13) The entire vibration-rotation band is 
represented by a (constant) average absorption coefficient over an ef-
fective bandwidth. i.e., A 1 = 1 • exp[ -P1X ] where P 1 is the average 
. th 
absorption coefficient for the i band. The box model is useful in 
making crude calculations of total emissivity, the results being slightly 
(6 9 10) lower than those predicted by the just-overlapping line model. ' • 
3. Non-Overlapping Line Model. (6 ) The contributions of in-
dividual lines are added in the non-overlapping line model. For a band 
containing n identical non-overlapping lines, the total band absorption 
is 
(18) 
where AL is the absorption of an individual line 
-13-
I (1 · F X - e u: )du. • (19) 
line 
This procedure iEJ applicable only for small optical depths or at very 
low pressures. At moderate optical depths, overlapping between spec-
tral lines causes the swn of the separate line contributions to yield 
excessively large emisslvities. 
The radiation from an isolated spectral line is discussed ln 
Appendix A . 
4. Statistical Line Model. (6, 14- 16) This model assumes 
random line spacing and strength, but constant line width. The position 
and intensity of a given spectral line is epeci.tled only by probability 
functions . 
Let N(w1, .•• , (i'n)dtt'l • • • dr''n be the probabUlty that the center 
of the first line iD in the wavenumber interval dw1, when the center of. 
the second line is in the interval d m2 , etc., up to line ~K We take the 
IC: ==-origin for frequency at the center of a band of width ~R where 6 is 
the mean spacing between spectral lines. ~t K P(Sj)dSj be the proba-
bility of the jth line having an intensity between Sj and SJ + dSj • Then 
the average absorption over the wavenumber interval • no is 
* * +no +no 
--r --r 00 00 J 0 · · J •N(w1, • • ·, '.L'n)dnw tK~ •• J TJP CSj)exp[ • SjFX]dSj 
-no - no o o J 
--z- -z-
xs. M . = 1 - -""-::~~<gD!:"D• ---=----------------------
+no +no 
--z- --z- 00 00 I· o. I *N(wl, .•• , tvn)d nw J ... JTJP(SJ )d.Sj 
.. n6 - no o 0 J 
(2.0) 
-z- --z-
-14-
where F is the line shape parameter of equation (14). Since 
00 
JP(SJ)dSJ = 1 and N(u•1, ••. , wn) is a constant, 
0 
X S. M. 
1 
= 1- ~ 
n6 
* +no 
--z-
r dw 
J * 
•no 
--z-
00 J [P(S) e • SFX ]dS 
0 
n 
because the integral over each llne is equal to the lnteg.ral over any 
other line. This expression may be written 
* +n6 
-r 
X5• M . = 1 - 1 - -h.. r dw 
n5 ~noo 
--r-
00 J [ P(S)(l - e - SFX) ]dS 
0 
n 
Interchanging the order of integration, equation (Zl) becomes 
* +no 
00 -z-
1 X5• M . = 1 - 1 - ---,u no 
r J -sFx j P(S)dS * [ 1 - e )d·n 
o -no 
--r-
or 
But the average line radiancy is just 
00 
AL = J AL P(S) dS 
0 
and, therefore, the average absorption becomes 
1 - n A.5 M = 1 - ( 1 - --as AL} • 
• • n6 
n 
(Zl) 
(ZZ) 
(Z3) 
(Z4) 
If the number of lines in a band is allowed to become infinite (the result-
ing expression is known to be useful when at least 5 lines are involved), 
then equation ' (24) becomes 
T"' 1 -~pK M. = 1 - exp [ ... -;;s AL J • 
6 
(25) 
lf the distribution function for intensity is P(S) = SER·~h , where 6 is 
the Dirac delta function, the mean aboorptton is given by 
1'"5• M. = I - exp{-? [[ I - exp(-SFX)']d+ (Z6) 
The average absorption does not depend very strongly on the particular 
intensity distribution function chosen<6• 15 ~ and calculations a.re simpli ... 
fled l£ the lines are chosen to be o! equal intensity, as was done in ar-
riving at equation (26). 
lf the Lorentz line eha.pe ls assumed for the individual lines (see 
Appendix A), equation (Zo) reduces to 
r [ ... z,.,b J 
.M.s M = 1 • exp --r f(x) • 
• • 0 (27) 
Regions of the spectrum. for which no line is completely absorb-
ing at the line center (i. e. , for a particular value of X , P << 1 at 
•V 
all frequenc:les) a.re regions of weak hea.t transfer. :Here the "weak line 
approximation" is applicable :for the band absol'Ption. This method in-
volves substitution of equation ( a-7) for the absorption of a spectral line 
into equation (25 ), viz. , 
A S. M. 
- . = 1 - exp( - S:K/6 ] • (28) 
Regions of the apectrum where the majority of the strongest 
lines are black a.t the Une centers (1. e. , for a given optical depth X ~ 
a line absorbs virtually all radiation at frequencies wtthfn the half-
width), are called regions oi strong heat transfer. Here the "strong 
-16-
line approximation" is used to determine the band absorption. ln thle 
case, equation (a-ll) is used for the line absorption in equation (25) 
with the result 
• .!. A. = 1 - exp [ - (2/o )(YbX)4 J . S. M. (29) 
The purpose of the preceding approximations is evidently that 
of simplifying the numerical calculations. The errors involved in using 
the simpliiicatlons ln the exponents are given by equations (a-8) and 
(a-12). Because of the nature of the statistical line model, equation (27) 
is valid regardless of the degree of overlapping for equally intense 
spectral lines having a dispersion contour. 
(a) "Weak Line" and "Strong Line" Approximations for Non• 
Overlapping Lines. .. It is of interest to compare the weak-line and 
strong-line approximations with the linear and square-root approxima-
tions. The average absorption for a band consisting of n identical 
non-overlapping lines is, from equation (18), 
nAL AL ~- o. = AW'" = ? (30} 
* where the band width Aw = n6 . I£ the individual lines have a. diaper-
sion contour, then the aberage absorption becomes 
A = (2wb/o*)£(x). (31) N. 0 . 
When the lines are weak. then the average band absorption is 
(K" 0 ) = ('g}{)/6* • (32) ·~K • L 
Alternatively, if the lines al"e strong, thenthebandabsorptlon becomes 
(A' 0 > = (2/o*><m,x>i • (33) 
-""N. • s. R.. 
Comparing equations (32) and (33), which are valid only for non-over-
lapplngllnes, with equations (28) and (29), which are valid for randomly 
-17-
distributed lines, the distinction between the weak-line and strong-line 
approximation and the linear and square-root approximation is readily 
apparent. 
5. Elsa&ser Model. <7• 17-ZO) If a band is assumed to consist 
of an inflnte number of spectral lines, each with the same intensity S 
and hali·width b , with all the lines equally spaced at intervale of s* , 
then Eleaeser(lS, ZO) showed that the spectral absorption coefficient a.t 
the wavenumber w is given by 
+oo 
p = OJ \ ~ b L " * z 2 
n=- oo 
(w-nS ) + b 
, 
for lines with dispersion contour. Letting 
* z :: (ZWII! /6 ) X = (SX/Z'II'b)' 
and 
* ~ = (ZTrb/6 ) , 
(34) 
(35) 
it ls found that the fractional absorption A integrated over a frequency 
range r/'' for a.n Elsasser band can be written in the form 
Tl' 
T" I J [•@x sinh@ J 
.t'\.E. M. = 1 .. (l .Zw) exp cosh~ - cos z dz • (36) 
Although the integral in equation (36) cannot be evaluated in terms of 
elementary functions , a number of approximate expressions have been 
* developed. F or example, when ~ > 3 , or b/6 > 1 , 
* AE. M. = 1 .. exp (- SX/6 ) (37} 
which is the weak line approximation; when j) < 0. 3 and x > 1. 63, the 
strong 11ne approximation applies, viz., 
* .!. AE. M. = erf [(1/o )(1rSbX)a ] (36) 
-18-
ior the Elsasser model. lt should be noted that these limiting forms 
were derived by Elsasser. P lass( 7 ' S) has found the error made in 
using these approximations and defined their regions of validity~ 
6. Random Elsasser Mode1F• 8• 16• ll-l3 } This rnodelle used 
when several groupe of lines are euperpo&ed and the lines are equi• 
distant within each group. This model rep1•esents a case intermediate 
between the statistical model and the Elsa.sser model and can be shown(?) 
to approach the statistical model as the number of superposed bands 
becomes large. 
In the weak line ~proximationK the absorption is again 
* AR. E . M . = 1 - exp(- SX/o ) , (39) 
while, in the strong line approximation, it becomes 
N ~-bK M. = 1 -ilfl -er£r(l/5*)(wSibiX}! ]) 
i=l 
(40) 
where N is the number oi superposed Elsasser bands, each with a. 
half-width bi and line intensity si • 
7. Statistical Band Model. ( 1 O, 24• 25) Application of the Mayer-
Goody procedure to :randomly distributed banda shows that the m~an 
value of the spectral emissivity (or the fractional absorption.) at the 
wavenumber :i]c is given by the relation 
* E: wk = 1 - exp[- (Ak/6:8 )] (41) 
* where 6B ls the mean band spacing and J\k represents the mean ab-
sorption of the banda within the region k. If there are Nk bands in 
this region and the l th band has an absorption A1 , defined by equation 
(11 ), then 
-19-
2:: 
kth 
region 
A. 
1 
(42) 
Equations (41) and (42) are applicable at '1!k if a large number of bands 
(here, more than three) with mean spacing 6B * contribute to e (!Jk and 
no contributions are made to e: by bands located outside the interval 
U!k 
The total region width .O.wk is defined by the expression 
• Awk = Nk5B • (43) 
In terms of A wk, equation (41) may be rewritten as 
c.,k = I - exp [ -(1/L!.wk) ~ A 1 ] (44) 
region 
In actual emissivity calculations, it is convenient to divide the 
entire spectrum into k localized regions in which a number of bands 
are grouped together. In order to obtain a reasonable approximation to 
th the total emissivity sk for the k spectral region, an average black-
body radiancy o~ is employed over the effective region width A t•·k , 
wk 
whence 
(45) 
where o~ ts the blackbody radianey for region k evaluated at the 
~ 
-average wavenumber wk. 
mean value 
For a given region, o~ ls the weighted 
u.'k 
(46) 
where o~ is the blackbody radiancy evaluated at a mean wavenumber 
u..i 
- th w
1 
for the i band (usually the band center). F rom equations (44) and 
-zo-
th (45) the total emissivity of the k region is seen to be 
[o~ /(cr T 4)] A tuk [ 1 - exp C- E1/S~F L A 1 )} k k~ 
region 
or using equation (46), 
[ ~th o~l Ai /(o T4)] {I - exp[- E1/~"DkF ~th A1]} 
ek 
= region region 
(1/Awk) L A 1 
kth 
region 
th 
Since the emissivity of the i band is approximately given by 
e ..... ~-
(1/ A•tk) L Ai 
kth 
region 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
th Equation (SO) shows that the emissivity of the 1~ region is equal to the 
sum of the emiseivities of the individual bands within that region, each 
multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor. This weighting factor is 
shown in Figure S. The total emissivity, t , is equal to the sum of the 
emiseivitiee of the k regions, 
e = L el<; 
k 
(51) 
Any calculation of the ernie sivity oi a gas requi res knowledge of 
the spectral absorption coefiicient P t1i • This can be obtained theoretl-
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cally from molecular parameters in certain approximations. U the 
emitters have non-overlappL'lg spectr~l lines, then detailed information 
concerning the spectral Une profUes is also requb'ed. 
D. MOLECULARSP ECTRA 
1. Wave Esuatlon £or a Molecule. (Z6 ) - The complete wave 
equation for a molecule consisting of r nuclei a.ad s electrons is 
~ -!12 2 ~ fi2 ~ L ~ 'V j ¢ + L Zm 'Vi' 'f' + (E • V} W = 0 
j=l J 1=1 
(52) 
where 2 2 
V = \ ez + \ zj zj,e _ \ zj*! 
L r 11, L rjj' L r 1. i, i. J, j' i, j J 
(53) 
th Here M. is the mass of the j nucleus ol atomic nwnber Z ., m the 
J J 
2 
mass of an electron. 'Vj the Laplacian operator in terms of the co-
th 2 
ordinates of the j nucleus, 'Vi the Laplacian operator in terms of 
the coordinates of the i th electron. The sums in equation (53) include 
each pair of particles only once. 
B orn and Oppenheimer<Z7 ) were able to derive an approximate 
&olution of the complete wave equation for a molecule by writing the 
wave !unction !or the molecule as the product of an electronic wave func-
tion a:nd a nuclear wave function. 
Let s represent the 3r coordinates of the r nuelei, relative 
to £lxed axes in space, and let x represent the 3s cco:rdinates of the 
s electrons relative to a:~rKes determined by the coordina.tea of the nuclei. 
The quantum numbers associated with motion of the nuclei wW be de-
noted by \1 and those associated with motion of the electrons by n. 
-23-
Then. in the Born- Oppenheimer approximation, 
(54) 
where tn(x, s) represents the elect:remic wave functions, corresponding 
to different values o£ the electronic quantLun number n only, and inde-
pendent of the nuc:lear quantum number v • The t (x, s) are functions 
n 
of both the nuclear coordinates ~ and the electronic coordinates, x . 
The electronic wave functions are found by eolvlng a wave equation for 
the electrons alone, the nuclei being restricted to a fixed configuration. 
The electronic wave equation i s 
s 
L 112 2 ........- "V 1 t (x. s > + [ u <s) - V(x, s)) • (x. ~F c.m n n n = 0 (55) 
1=1 
where V(x, s) is given by equation (53). For any fixed value of. s , 
equation (55) is an ordinary wave equation for the s electrons, with 
V(x, s) depending on the value of s chosen for the nuclear coordinates. 
As a result, the electronic energy eigenvalues, Un , are also functions 
of s . Once Un(g) is evaluated, the nuclea.r wave functions , t n. v<e> 
may be found by solving the nuclear wave equation 
(56) 
For each set oi values o-f the electronic quantwn number, n , equation 
(56) must be solved for the set of solutions corresponding to the alloo.ved 
values of the nuclear quantum numbers, v . The values of E are n.v 
the energy eigenvalues for the molecule. 
The Dorn- Opponhelmer approximation can be justified(Z7 ) by a 
procedure involving an expansion of the quantities involved 1n the com-
plete wave equation for the molecule, equation (52). in a power aeries 
- 24-
ln (m/M)114 f.n which M lean average nuclear mass. 
2. Vibration of Polyatomic Molecules. - The solution of equa-
tion (56), found by introducing for the elecuonic energy eigenvalues 
Un(G) either an e:spreselon obta.lned by solving the electronic wave 
equation, equation (55), or some empirical expression (e. g. , a. Moree 
potential}, gives the rotational and vibrational motion of a polyatomle 
molecule. This treatment in so dtfficult that lt is customary, a.s a first 
approximation. to neglect all interaction between the rotational motion 
and vibrational motio."l of the molecule. 
The nuclear wave equation can then be separated into a rotational 
wave equation. representing the rotational motion o! a rigid body, and a. 
vibrational wave equation, representing vibrational motion of a non• 
rotating molecule. Thus, while it is theoretically possible to ota.rt with 
a model cotl$isting of e lectrons and nuclei interacting coulon"lblcally and 
obeying the laws of quantum mechanics, in practice it ls necessary to 
assume the nature of the equUlbrium configuration and of the iorcea be-
tween the nuclei. 
(a) Normal Vibrations. (S) The general properties of the vibra.-
ticmal spectra of diatomic molecules will be briefly reviewed since they 
may be carried over directly to apply to the polyatornic case. Consider 
a molecule consisting of two nuclei, A and B • which have a position 
of stable equilibrium at r = r • where r ts the distance between the 
- e 
two nuclel. A typical curve representing the electronic energy function. 
U (r) ls shown in Figure 6 . The horizontal lines represent the possible 
Jl 
energy states, which are discrete below D the dlssociati<m energy of 
the molecule, and are continuous above D • It is found expe rhnentally 
-25a-
Figure 6. Electronic potential energy curve of the H2 ground state 
with vibrational. levels and continuous term spectrum. 
The broken curve is a Morse potential (from ref. 1). 
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that the distance between the lower vibrational energy levels is nearly 
constant and m uch smaller than D , h\1 /D << 1 • Near room tempera-
o 
ture, infrared absorption bands arise from transitions from the lowest 
vibrational energy states to those states immediately above. Under 
these conditions, the force between the two nuclei is approximately a 
linear function of their separation distance. 
For transitions between the lowest states, it is found expert-
mentally that 1) the frequency of radiation ahsorbed or emitted is very 
nearly the mechanical frequency of motion of a simple haFmonlc oecU:--
lator as computed by classical mechanics; 2) the intensity of radiation 
is neazly that computed by classical electrodynamics, t. e ., it depends 
on the square o£ the amplitude of the electric moment~ 3) the wave func -
tion differs from zero only in the neighborhood of !. = r e , corresponding 
to a classical amplitude of motion small compared with the equilibrium 
distance between tl"Je nuclei, 1. e ., the classical theory of small oaoUla-
tiona is applicable. 
These general properties are also true for polya.tomic mole-
cules. In this case, there are !. atomic nuclei, which are assumed to 
have a.n esuilibrium position. The Dystem as a whole ha.s 3r degrees 
of freedom. Of these, three correspond to unlform translation o£ the 
center of mass. For a non- llnear molecule, there are three rotational 
degrees of freedom, and 3!. - 6 vibrational degrees of freedom; for a 
• linear molecule, thel"e are only two rotational degrees of freedom and 
3!. - 5 vibrational degrees of freedotn. 
* Since it is meaningless to speak of the rotation of a linear molecule 
about ite axis. 
-27-
(b) Small Oscillations. ( 2S-JO) Consider the motion of a molecule 
about its configuration of stable equilibrium. The departures from 
equilibrium are assumed to be small, so that all functions may be ex-
panded in a Taylor series about the equilibrium position. and only the 
lowest order terms retained. • Let the generalized coordinates of the 
nuclei be denoted by 51 .•. 53 r , and the deviations of the generalized 
coordinates from their equilibrium position be denoted by q 1 ••• q 3 r . 
From the relation 
~K:: ~· +q. J Je J (57) 
lt is apparent that the q . may be taken as new generalized coordinates 
J 
of motion. Expanding the potential energy about the equUlbrium position 
gives 
• A system of r particles, free from constraints, has 3r independent 
coordinates or degrees of freedom. Frequently, it is more convenient 
to use a set of coordinates other than the cartesian coordinates xl' y 1, z 1, 
••• , x , y , z . If a set of new independent variables q 1, •.• , q3 is in-r r r th r 
troduced, the old cartesian coordinates of the i particle xi' y1, z1 are 
related to the new coordinates by the equations of transformation. 
xi = xi(ql' q2' · • · • q3r) 
Yi = yl(ql,q2, ... , q3r) 
zi = zl(ql,q2, ... , q3r) • 
These is such a set of three equations for each particle i . 
Generalized coordinates must not be thought of in terms of con-
ventional orthogonal position coordinates, and it may be convenient to 
use quantities with the dimensions of energy or angular momentum as co-
ordinates. The generalized momentum conjugate to a generalized coor-
dinate p1 s: li/EU~F will not necessarUy have the dimensions of mo-
mentum, but the product piqi will always have the cl1mensions of action 
(e. g., erg-sec.). 
-28-
The linear term in qj vanishes automatically, from the definition of 
equilibrium, i.e., when the generalized forces acting on the system 
vanish: F.= ( ig. ) = 0 . The first term in the series is the potential 
J J e 
energy of the equilibrium position and by shifting the arbitrary zero 
of potential to coincide with the equilibrium potential, this term may 
also be made to vanish. Thus, a first approximation of U is given by 
3r 3r 2 3r 3r 
u =~f: 2:: (a: ag.) <ltqj = i 2:: 2:: bij Cltqj <59, 
j= 1 l= 1 i J e i= 1 j= 1 
where the second derivatives of U have been designated by the con-
stants bij depending only on the equilibrium values of the sj 's • F rom 
their definition, the bij's are obviously symmetrical, i.e., bij = bji. 
Equation (59) ean be rewritten in the form of an inner product 
1 
U = 'I< q, Bq > (60) 
where B is a matrix with components bij and q is a vector with 
components ( q 1, q 2, ... , q3r ). 
A similar series expansion can be obtained for the kinetic ener-
gy. Since the generalized coordinates do not involve the time explicitly, 
the kinetic energy T is a homogeneous quadratic function of the ve• 
loclties: 
3r 3r 
T = { L I: ;:ij ~i~j (61) 
i= 1 j= 1 i= 1 j= 1 
The coefilcienta aij are ln general f'Wlctiona of the coordinates, e1 , 
but they may be expanded ln a Taylor eerles about the equtlibrium po· 
sltlon 
3r 
a:ij<e > = aij<~ >e • I: 
k=l 
Retaining only the first term in the expansion of alj , henceforth to be 
denoted by a1j , the kinetic energy can be written as 
3r 3r 
T = i L L aij ~qj · (6Z) 
i=1 j=l 
Since the aij's are symmetric, equation (62) can be rewritten in a 
form slmUar to that of equation (60), i.e., 
T 1 • A q" > = "Z<q, (63) 
The two quadratic forms, equations (60) and (63) can simul-
taneously be dlagonalized by means of a linear transformation to the 
(31) 
eo·called normal coordinates o 1, 0 2, ••• , c 3r . In terms of the 
normal coordinates, the kinetic energy would have the form 
z • 2 
2T = 0 1 + ••• + o3 r . 
Similarly, the potential energy could be written as 
The equations of motion of the system reduce to the equation of a 
simple harmonic oscillator for each of the normal coordinates: 
k = 1, 2, ••• , 3r • 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
In order to determine the linear transformation from the gener-
-30-
allzed coordinates to the normalized coordinates, the follovving eigen• 
value problem must be solved. Fin d the eigenvalues ).. for which the 
equation 
(B • l.A)y = 0 (67) 
has a non-trivial solution. Here y is an eigenvector with 3r com-
ponents. When equation (67) Is considered as a set of 3r linear equa-
tions !or the components of y , it is clear that ).. is an eigenvalue if 
and only if 
det I B - ).A 1 = 0 • (68) 
Since this determinental. equation is oi degree 3r , it will give 3r values 
th for A. , and the eigenvector corresponding to the k eigenvalue ).k 
wUl be denoted by yk. 
The eigenvectors form an orthogonal set with respect to A, 
which can be normalized such that 
(69) 
where 6jk::: 0 for 
that 
< yk' Ayj > = 
j I- k and 6 . . = 1 • 
JJ 
F rom equation (6'1) it follows 
(70) 
Hence, the matrix C , whose columns are the eigenvectors y 1' y 2.' ••• , 
y 3r, is the desired linear transformation from the generalized coordi-
nates to the normal coordinates. 
q = CQ 
From equation (71 ), equation (60) becomes 
* U = i<q, Bq> = !-<CO, BCQ > = t<O, C BCO > 
(71) 
(72.) 
* where C is the transpose of C. From equation (70) it follows that 
* C BC = /t. (73) 
where A is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues ).i • Hence 
- 31 -
3r 
u = !<G. AQ > = i L Ai ' \2 
i=l 
SimUarl y , equation (6.3) becomes 
or 
l .!. ...._ * . 1 • • T = z- <q, Aq> = 2 < \. ;, C ACQ> = 2 < Q , O > 
3r 
1 \ • 2 
T = ~ L oi 
l=l 
slnce it follows from equation (69) that 
(74) 
(75) 
c*Ac = 1 (76) 
where I is the identity matrix. F rom equations (74) and (75), the total 
energy of a system of particles executing small oscillations can be 
written as 
E = ~f:: I: 6 2 +tl:::w 2 2::: o 12 a i O' i <l a i r.t (17) 
where the wa are the frequencies of the corresponding independent vi-
brations (W 2 = A ) • The subscript ("(. denotes the frequencies and the a. (! 
subscript i = 1, 2, .•• , ! numbers the coord i nates belonging t o a given 
ex. 
frequency {! being the m ultiplicity of th e fre quency '""' ) . 
a a 
(c) Applica tions o:f group theory to moleculal" vlbra.tlonsP2• 36) 
The diffic:ulty of solving the secular equation f e quation {68}] which is a.n 
algebraic equation of degree 3r for the eigenfrequencies can be reduced 
in many cases by the use o! group theory. Molecules generally possess 
some symmetry. This is determined by the position and type of nuclei, 
and molecules oi different symmetry have qualitatively different spec -
tra<37). With the ald of group theory, the symmetry and geometry of a 
molecular model ca.n be used to determine the number of fundamental 
frequencies , their degeneracies, the selection rules !or the infrared a.nd 
Raman spectra. the p oselblllty of perturbations due to resonance, etc. 
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(i) Symmetry of molecules. (J4. 36• 37 ) • It le necessary to 
have a. definite method of classifying and describing the symmetry of a. 
given molecule. This can be done by considering all the possible rear-
rangements of the nuclei which leave the molecule in an equivalent con• 
figuration, i. e. , a configuration that is indistinguishable from the orig-
inal configuration when nuclei of the same kind are cc:msldered to be 
indistinguishable. These rearrangements of the nuclei are called sym-
metry operations and can be represented as a combination of one or 
more of the fundamental types of operation: rotation of the molecule 
through a definite plane about some axis and re.flection of it in some 
plane. 
A molecule may have one or several symmetry elements such as 
a plane of symmetry, a center of symmetry, or an axis of symmetry. 
To each symmetry element, there corresponds a symmetry operation. 
i. e. , a reflection or rotation of the coordinates that will produce a con-
figuration of nuclei indistinguishable from the original one. 
Thus, corresponding to a plane of symmetry a is the operation 
of reflection in that plane (also designated a ); for a center of symmetry 
i the corresponding operation la inversion or reflection at the center 
(also called 1 ); for a p - fold axis of symmetry CP , the corresponding 
operation (also denoted C ) is rotation through an angle o£ 21r /p about p 
that axis; fo.r a p -fold rotation•rellection axis S , tbe corresponding p 
operation Sp is a. rotation through an angle of Zw /p about this axis fol-
lowed by reflection in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. There 
is also the identity operation E which leaves the molecule unchanged. 
(il) Groups of symmetry operationeo (32• 36' 38• 39) - When a. 
molecule is subjected to two symmetry operations in succession, it 
reaches a point that could have been obtained by the use of one symmetry 
operation. The set of all symmetry operations for a given molecule ia 
called lts symmetry group. 
U A1 is an element of the group G , and it is possible to associ-
ate a square matrix r(A1) with each member of the group in such a way 
that if 
(78) 
(79) 
then such matrices are said to form a representation of the group and 
• the order o£ the matrices is called the dimension of the representation. 
Every group has the identity representation in which every element of 
the group ls represented by the identity matrix of order one; this is re-
£erred to as the completely symmetrical representation. 
Suppose that a representation of a group has been found consist-
ing of the elements r(A1 ), r(A2), ••• , r(Ag) where g is the order of the 
group G , i. e . • the number of elements of the group. Then it is often 
- 1 possible to find a transformation of the type P rE~Fm::: rDE~F such 
that every matrix r of the representation is brought into the form 
i_-_ :r_~·y- - --
: _[1 ( '-) : 
' : 
0 
·--·-· ' - -- -
' (80) 
0 I_-- . -:-- - - - I ~ r(s >: 
I ' 
- - . - --. 
with smaller matrices rElFE~F along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
Equation (80) ls written 
r = r< 1 ) + r< 2 > + • • • + r< e > (80a) 
Examples are given in ref. 40. 
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andr is said to contain the representations r (i). If there are g 
elements of the group there will be g equations like the above, one 
for each element of the group . Equation (80) is called the "direct 
sum'1 and shows that the matrix r has been reduced. .A representation 
that cannot be reduced is termed irreducible . 
(iii) Charactera.(3Z, 33 • 38 ) • If r (.Ak) ie any representation of a 
group of traneformations Ak' then the eum of the diagonal elements, 
or the trace of the matrix, is called the character X of .Ak in this 
representation, i.e., 
u E~F = L r u (Ak) 
i 
E lements of the group which can be obtained from one another by a 
(81) 
similarity transformation are said to be in the same claee, and the 
character of every element in a class will be the same since the 
character of a matrix is unchanged by a similarity transformation. 
Clearly the identity element E always forms a class of its own, and 
x ( E ) is the dimension of the representation. 
The characters of the irreducible representations satisfy 
• the following orthogonality relation; 
(82.) 
elements 
• The pr oof of this relation may be found in books on group theory such 
as refs . 41-41. 
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Equation (8Z) could also be written as 
(83) 
where rE~~F is the number of. elements in the class of ~ • 
From equation (80), the character of a reducible representation 
rE~F is seen to be 
8 
= L ni iE~F (84) 
i=l 
where n. ls the number o! times tho irreducible component r(i) occurs 
l 
in the reduction of r . From equations (83) and (84), the number of 
ttmes an irreducible representation r(i) appears tn reducing a. repre-
sentation r can be found from 
(85) 
classes 
where it.A:tt) is obtained from a character table, and xE~FIthe char-
acter of a particular symmetry operation,ie found by methods to be dis -
cussed later. 
Tables o! characters have been given by many authors<32• 38• 44• 48) 
and for convenience Tables I and U reproduce the character tables of the 
point groups c 2v (to which H20 belongs) and D00 h (C02) • 
(lv) Quantum mechanical applications. - The quantum me-
chanical applica.ti.ano of group theory are based on the fact that Schroe-
dinger's equation for a physical system is invariant with respect to sym-
metry transformations of the system. In other words, under a. sym-
metry transformation the wave !unctions of the stationary states of the 
system belonging to a given energy level transiorm into linear combi· 
nations of one another. These wave functions give some representation 
l!
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of the group, and this is a.n irreducible representation. The dimen-
sion of this representation determines the degree of degeneracy of the 
level concerned, or, the number of different states with the same en-
ergy. The fixing of the irreducible representation determines all the 
symmetry properties of the given state, i.e., its behavior with respect 
to the various symmetry transformations. 
Group theoretical methods are extremely useful in the tnvesti• 
gation of molecular vibrations<49l. Equation (77) for the vibrational 
energy of a molecule must be invariant with respect to symmetry 
transformatlol\S. This means that, under any transformation belonging 
to the symmetry point group of the molecule, the normal coordinates, 
0 . , are transformed into linear combinations of themselves, in such Cll 
2 
a way that the sum of the squares L: Q • remains unchanged. In i a.t 
other words, the normal coordinates belonging to any particular 
eigenfrequency of the vibrations of the molecule give some irreducible 
representation of its symmetry group; the multiplicity of the frequency 
determines the dimension of the representation. The normal coordi-
nates and normal modes of vibration of symmetrical molecules have 
certain special symmetry properties. Nondegenerate normal modes of 
vibration are always either symmetrical (unaltered) or antisymmetrical 
(changed in sign) with respect to a given symmetry operation of the 
point group of the undlstorted molecule. 
These considerations enable the elgenvibrations of a molecule 
to be classified without actually solving for its normal coordinates. 
To do so, the representation given by all the vibrational coordinates 
together must first be found. This representation is called the total 
-38-
representation, and is reducible. Upon decomposing it into irreducible 
parts, the multiplicities of the eigenfrequencies and the symmetry 
properties of the corresponding vibration modes are determined. U 
the same irreducible representation appears several times in the total 
representation, it means that there are several different frequencies 
of the same multiplicity and with oscUlations of the same symmetry. 
The total representation may be found by using the fact that 
the characters of a representation a.re invariant with respect to a lin-
ear transformation of the base functions. As a result, the normal co-
ordinates need not be chosen as base functions , but the generalized 
coordinates or simply the cartesian components of the displacements 
of the nuclei from their equilibrium positions can be used. As a result, 
the number of normal coordinates with given symmetry properties can 
be obtained when the characters of the transformations of the displace-
ment coordinates are known. These could be obtained directly by 
writing out the transformations, but much easier methods can be used. 
Consider some operation Ak which moves nucleus 1 to a new 
position previously occupied by nucleus Z. Then the representation of 
this operation rE~F wUl have its matrix elements r 12 and I' Zl equal 
to some numbers, but r 11 and r 22 will be equal to zero, and uE~F 
will therefore be zero. Hence, to calculate the character o£ some ele-
ment ~ of a point group. only those nuclei need be considered whose 
equilibrium position remains fixed under the given symmetry operation. 
Consider a rda.tion C q, through an angle q, about some sym-
metry axis. Each nucleus lying on the axis of symmetry will contribute 
(1 + 2cos<j>} to the character. 
-39-
(86) 
where Nc is the total number of nuclei lying on the axis of symmetry. 
For a rotary reflection S q, each nucleus contributes 
(-1 + 2 cos c:p) to the character. 
(87) 
where N
8 
is the number of nuclei left unmoved by the operation Sq, • 
(Thts number is either zero or one depending on whether there ls a 
nucleus at the center of inve rsion or not. ) It fallows from equation (87) 
1 that the contribution to the character of reflection in a plane a= s1 is 
X(o) = N 0 
1 
and that of inversion i = S 2 is 
X(i) = - 3Ni • 
(88) 
(89) 
Except for cases of accidental degeneracy, the representation 
formed by the normal coordinates ie a completely reduced ono. Conse-
quently, equation (85) can be applied to find the number of normal coor-
dinates of each symmetry species, l. e. , ln each irreducible repreaenta• 
tion. 
As a.n illustration. consider the water molecule, H 20 . The 
character table for its point group, C Zv' is given in Table I. 
There are four elements in the group: E, c 2v' ov(xz), and 
o (yz). The character for E is 3N= 9, the nwnber of coordinates. 
v 
The character for c 2 ls -1 (see equation (86)), whUe that for av(xz) la 
l and for ov(yz) is 3. Therefore, X(E ) = 9, X(C 2) = -1 , x(ov(xz)):: 
1 , and x(ov(yz)) = 3. Substituting these values into equation (85) gives 
n(A 1 ) = ( 1 I 4) ( ( 1 )( 1 )( 9) + ( 1 )( 1 )( -1 ) + ( 1 )( 1 }( 1) + ( 1 }{ 1 ){ 3)} = 3 
n(A2 ) = (1/4) ((1)(1)(9) + (1)(1)(-1) + (1)(-1)(1) + (1)(-1)(3)} = 1 
- 40-
n(B1) = (1/4) {(1){1)(9) + (1)(- 1)(- 1) + (1)(1)(1) + (I}(- 1)(3}) = 2 
n(B2) = (1/4) ((1)(1}(9) + (1)(-1)(- 1) + (1)(- 1)(1) + (1)(1)(3)) = 3 
There are three totally symmetric coordinates, AI ' one coordinate with 
symmetry speeies A 2 , two coordinates with symmetry species B 1 , and 
three with symmetry species Bz. The representation formed by the 
cartesian coordinates (including translation and rotation) of water is 
(90) 
Since it is desired to find the number of vibrational normal co-
ordinates with each symmetry, the symmetry o£ the translational and 
rotational coordinates must be obtained and the proper numbers sub-
tracted from the total values of nE~F K F rom T able I it is apparent that 
itrans ::: A 1 ·1- B 1 + B 2 (91) 
and 
(92) 
Hence, 
i vib = 2.Al + Bz. ' (93) 
The two vibrations o£ AI are non- degenerate unless they acci-
dentally coincide. Consequently, the group- theoretical treatment pre-
diets that H20 v.rill have three normal frequencies , none of which are 
degenerate. 
A brief discussion of infra- red spectra will be given later and 
(33) . 
the situation is as follows , if all overtones and combina tion fre-
quencles are neglected. A normal vibrati on o
13 gives an absorption 
line in the infra- red spectrum li n~ transforms in the same way a.s one 
o£ the dipole moment components. u.x' uy, IJ. z . F urther, n~ gives a. 
line in the R a m an spectrum if it transforms in the same way 
- 4 1-
as one of the polarizability tensor components, a. ij (or linear 
combination thereof). The dipole moment itS an ordinary vector, and 
the components Ux• Uy• u z transform like x , y , z. In the case of 
water this is according to .A1 + B1 + B 2 • The polarizability a.ij is a 
symmetric tensor and hence the components transform in the same 
z z z 
way as x , y , z , xz, yz, xy. 
The transformation properties of these quantities are summarized 
in Table III From this table, together with the group character tables, 
the symmetry species of the vibrational normal coordinates of any 
molecule can easily be derived by the methods described above, and 
the infra-red and Raman active ones among them immediately written 
down. 
Table III. Transformation Properties of Some Often Used Quantities 
Quantity 
tranalation of center of mass 
xcm' y em' zcm 
rotational displacements 
R , R , R 
X y Z 
dipole moment 
).1 x ' Uy• uz 
polarizability tensor 
a. .. lJ 
Transforms like 
x,y, z (vector) 
I , I , I (pseudo-vector) 
X y Z 
x,y,z 
2 2 
x ,y , z , xy,xz,yz 
(v ) Normal Modes of Vibration for H 2o . - If the coordinate 
system is taken with ita origin at the center of gravity of the molecule 
as shown in Fig . 7, the z axis as usual being the symmetry axis, and 
z 
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the x axis chosen normal to the plane of the molecule, then the effect 
of the various symmetry operations of the group c 2v may be 
summarized as follows: 
E cz a xz a yz 
"t 
.... XI xl _, -X XI ... xl xl ... -x 1 1 
xz ... xz xz ... -x3 xz 
- x3 xz .... -xz 
x3 - x3 x3 - -x x3 _, xz x3 _, -x3 z 
Yt ... yl yl ... -y yl _, -y yl- Yt 1 1 
Yz - Yz Yz .... -y3 Yz _, -y Yz ... Yz 3 
y3 
-
y3 y3- -Yz y3 ... -Yz y3 ... y3 
zl - zl zl ... .zl zl ... zl zl - zl 
zz 
... 
zz zz ... z3 zz- z3 zz ... zz 
z3 ... z3 z3 - zz z3 _, zz z3 ... z3 
These give the characters X (E):9, X (C 2 )= -1, 
X (ayz) = 3 as stated earlier. 
X (a ) = 1, and 
xz 
The normal coordinates corresponding to translation are: 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
which belong to the irreducible representations denoted B 1, B 2 and A 1 
respectively (see Table I). The normal coordinate• for rotation are: 
(98) 
(99) 
belonging to the irreducible representations B 2 , B 1 and A 2 respectively. 
These may be obtained by inspection if the nuclei are imagined to have 
velocities x1, y1, z1, etc. and one asks how the velocities must be 
related in order that the angular momentum about the axis in question 
shall be a maximum. Here, M is the mass of the oxygen nucleus, m 
is the mass of a hydrogen nucleus and Z a. is the angle between the 
OH bonds. 
The two normal coordinates for vibration coming under A 1 may 
be obtained from the general expression 
The charactet for c2 in A 1 is 1 (see Table I) and c 2o = 1 x 0. But 
From the equation c 2o = 0, the following relations must hold: 
a 2 = -a3 ; bz = -b3 ; Cz = +c3 and bl = a 1 = 0. 
Similarly, from the equation a 0 = O, the further relatione a.,=O; yz ~ 
a 3 =0 are obtained. 
The equation a 0 =0 yields no new relatione. So 
xz 
a normal coordinate coming under the irreducible representation A 1 
must be of the form 
-45-
The symmetry coordinates coming under A 1 may be taken as any 
three orthogonal combinations of 51, 5 2 , 5 3 where 
(102) 
But it has already been shown that T belongs to this representation: 
z 
Taking one of the symmetry coordinates as T , two 
z 
linear functions of 51, 5 2 , 5 3 can be formed which, along with T z, 
form an orthogonal set of symmetry coordinates corning under A1• 
One such choice is ae follow a: 
a 7 = s1-{M/2rn) 5 2 = z1 -EM/OrnFE~O + z 3 ) 
0 a = 5 3 = Yz : Y3 -
(103) 
{104) 
(105) 
Out of the three normal coordinates that should be expected from the 
representation B 2 • two have been already written down, namely T y and 
Rx. Proceeding as before, the symmetry coordinates are 54 = y 1; 
5 5 = (Yz + y 3 ); 56 = (z2 -z3 ) and the third normal coordinate, which is 
unique in this case, is obtained as 
(106) 
The symmetry modes for H 20 are schematically illustrated in Figure 8. 
Instead of having to solve a 9 x 9 secular determinant for the 
I 
frequencies, we have reduced the problem to solving one 2 x 2 and one 
1 x 1 (since we know that the frequencies corresponding to translation 
~4S-
Figure 8. Normal Modes of Vibration of H 20. 
and rotation of the molecule as a whole will turn out to be zero). By 
the proper choice of normal coordinates, i.e., those of only one 
symmetry type rather than some mixture of types, the matrices A 
and B [c. f. equation (6 7) J have already been partially diagonaU zed 
as shown below. 
all alZ 0 bll blZ 0 
A = a21 azz 0 B = bZl bzz 0 
0 0 a33 0 0 b33 
This is due to the fact that the matrix elements vanish which correspond 
to different symmetry types. For the example chosen, H 2o, it ie 
easier to find the normal modes of vibration by classical methods but 
the advantage of using group theory for more complicated molecules 
(e.g. benzene) is apparent. ( 50 - 52 ) 
Let us first look at the normal modes having the symmetry type 
A 1. If 0 7 and 0 8 are assumed to have amplitudes o for the displace-
ment of nucleus 1 and y for the displacements of nucleus 2 and nucleus 
3, respectively, and these are simultaneously excited, then the 
variations in the lengths and angles are: 
AR 12 :AR 13 = 6[(Zm+M)/2m] coea.- _yeina. (107) 
AR 23 = -Zy (108) 
i-6c!> 
213 = 6 41_23 = ~qI1PO = ( ( 6 /R) r(Zm+M)/ O~ J sin a.+ ( 'Y /R) cos a.} (109) 
where R is the (constant) equilibr.ium length of R 12 = R 13 • If it is 
-48-
assumed that a change in the length of R 12 or R 13 give a rise to a 
Hooke's law restoring force with proportionality constant equal to K1, 
then each will contribute a term 
to the potential energy of vibration of the molecule. Similarly, if the 
force constants K2 • K 3 , and K4 refer to the changes in ~ OP I Rei> 213 , 
and F ct> 123 or R <!> 132 , respectively, the total potential energy h 
2V = (2K1 (8[(Zm+.M)/ZmJ coso.- ysina.} z. + K2 ( -2y} z. 
[ Z.K4 +4K3 ] {6[(Zm+M)/2m1 sino: +y cosaJ 
2 ) 
The total kinetic energy is 
ZT = M [z~;IMz (6 )2 + Zm(,Y )2 • 
Hence the matrix elements of A and B are 
a 11 = M [ (Zm+M )/ Z.mJ ; a 12 = a 21 = 0; a 22 = Zm : 
b 11 = ([(Zm+M)/Zm] 
2 [ZK1 cos
2
a. + (ZK 4 + 4K3 ) sin
2
o:J} 
b 12 = b 21 : {[(Zm+M)/Zm] sina. cotta [ZK4 + 4K3 - ZK1]J 
. z. z b zz = ( Z.K1 sm a. + 4K2 + (ZK4 + 4K3 ) cos a.) . 
(53-59) 
The roots of the secular equation are ~ 1 and ). z. where 
(110) 
(111) 
[ Zm Z J ZKZ [K4+ ZK3l [ Z Z J] 1 + M cos a. + m- + m J 1 + :; sin a. 
(llZ} 
and 
(113) 
By a similar procedure for the case of symmetry mode o9 , with 6 the 
amplitude of vibration of nucleus 1, the variations in length• and angles 
are found to be 
AF 12= 6R 13= (6 /sinet) ( (M/Zm) + sin
2
a.) , (114) 
6F 23 = 0 • (115) 
6$ 123= -6«1> 132= (6 /R) E~~~~F { (M/2m) + sin2 a.} , (116) 
A~ 213 =. 0 • ( 117) 
The kinetic energy is 
z ' 2 ZT = M (1 + (M/2m)(l/ein a.)]( o) , (118) 
and the potential energy is 
-50-
( z z ZV = ZK1 (( o/sin a.) ( (M/Zm) + sin o.J] 
cot a z ~t 2 ) 
+ ZK4 [( o &inn ) { (M/Zm) +sin a.J ~ • (119) 
Hence, the eigenfrequency for thh case is 
b33 [Z.Kl Z.K4 Z. J Z. 
A3 = a 33 
= ~ + M"" cot a. [(M/Z.m) + ain a] • (lZO) 
If Kz. = 0 and K 4 = 0, then the value a of A 1, >.. z and A 3 correspond to 
a valence force ayatem(S6 ) while for K 3 =0 and K4 :0, values of >.. 1• >.. 2 
and X 3 appropriate to the central force system are obtained. Ex -
pressions relating to the frequencies in other special cases, such as a 
linear symmetrical molecule (e.g., COz.) or an equilateral triangular 
structure, etc., with specific typea of forces can readily be derived 
from the above equations by making suitable aubstitutione •• By the 
application of the ~lection rules already given, it ie possible to 
determine if combination• or overtones of the normal frequencies of 
a molecule are active in infrared absorption (or Raman scattering). 
For example, combinations of the fundamentals 0 7 • 0 8 and 0 9 can 
combine in pairs to give lines which are active both in Raman scattering 
and infrared absorption. Similarly, first overtones of 0 7 , a 8 and 0 9 
are all active in both spectra. 
( vi) Linear moleculeaP3 ) - The procedure for obtaining the 
normal vibrations of a linear molecule is esaentially the same as that 
illustrated for water. There is one minor difference. If the axis of 
-51-
the molecule is chosen a1 the z-axh, then a rotation about Oz for the 
molecule in its equilibrium po1ition will not result in any change of 
position. As a result, there are only two rotational coordinates. 
The symmetry group of a linear molecule is either D 
00 
h or 
C depending upon whether the molecule has a center of inversion OOV 
symmetry or not. As an example, consider carbon dioxide which has 
symmetry D ooh. 
Application of the rulea for the characters [equations (86)-(89)] 
yields for the total representation (including translation and rotation of 
the molecules as a whole) 
X( E) = 9 
X(i) = -3 
x<c <I> ) :: 3(1+2. COB cj>) 
x(iC <I> ) = x<s > = -2. cos cl> -1 cj>+1r 
X(C2 ') :: -1 
X(iCz.') = 3 
whence from the character table for D
00
h (Table II). 
(Ill) 
The representations of the three translational components are given in 
the character table: 
(Ill) 
Here the symmetry species .Alu corresponds to z and the doubly 
degenerate Elu and x and y. The two rotational coordinates belong to 
-52-
the representation 
r = E • rot lg (1Z3) 
Subtracting equation• (lZZ) and (1Z3) from equation (lZl) we obtain 
(124) 
There are two non-degenerate modee (A18 and .Azu> and a pair of 
degenerate one• ( E 1u). Of these A 1g h Raman but not infrared active, 
and the others are infrared but not ~aman active. The normal modes 
are pictured in F ig. 9. 
(d) 
~ • 
• 0 A
11 
mode 
-+() ... •o Azu mode 
~ 1 ~ Elu mode 
Fig. 9. Vibrational normal modes of the COz molecule. 
The aecond E lu mode is the same as the one 
shown above, but in the plane perpendicular 
to the page. 
. (Z6 34 37 60) Harmonic Oecillator Approx1mation . ' • • Having 
obtained the classical expressions for the potential and kinetic energy 
of vibration for a molecule in terms of the normal coordinates 
[equations (64) and (65) ], the nuclear wave equation [equation (56)] 
may now be written in terms of these coordinates as: 
-53-
3r 
I: 
i=l 
+ z 
hz (Eivl_ j- f AI o,Z ) (I = o 
1=1 
Equation (1Z5) i8 immediately separable into 3!. one-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator equations. If we write 
each of the \It k satisfies the equation 
z 
d ~· k 
dQ 2 
k 
, 
and the total vibrational energy E (v) is the sum of the energies 
&I aociated with each normal coordinate. 
3r 
E (v) = L 
k=l 
(1Z5) 
(1Z6) 
(1Z7) 
(1Z8) 
Here vk is the vibrational quantum number (vk= 0,1, Z, ••• ) asaociated 
the kth classical normal mode of vibration with frequency v k' 
In general if the molecule has some degree of symmetry, not all 
the 3!_ frequencies \/k will have different numerical values , but there 
· may be several of the normal coordinates for which the frequencies 
will be necessarily identical. Iff 
a. 
is the multiplicity of the frequency 
v , then equation (1Z8) may be written as 
a. 
( v + (1/l) f ] h ,> 
a a. a. 
(1Z9) 
f a. 
where v 
0. = I: k=l 
v k c:. . If there are multiple frequencies among the "r:. 
the vibrational energy levels are in general degenerate since the 
vibrational energy depends only upon the sums v = I: vk • This 0. 0. 
degeneracy ie usually removed when terms of higher order in the 
normal coordinates are taken into account in the Hamiltonian 
(anharmonic vibrations). 
The numerical values of the frequencies are always obtained 
from an analysis of the spectrum of the molecule. If all (3.!:.. -6) 
[or (3r-5) for a linear molecule J different frequencies are actually 
obsll!rved, no mechanical analysis of the motion of the molecule ia 
necessary. For a symmetrical molecule, even if all the different 
frequencies are actually observed in the spectrum of the gas, their 
va. 
total number will often be less than (3!_ -6) owing to the essential 
degeneracies present. 
To a surprisingly good first approximation, a potential function 
composed only of quadrati c terms in the displacements of the nuclei 
form their equilibrium positions may be made to fit the vibration 
spectrum of moat molecules. (6 l) That the forces between atoms in 
molecules are not strictly Hooke's law forces is evident from the fact 
that overtone frequencies of the fundamentals, and sum and difference 
frequencies occur. T he existence and intensity of such frequencies is 
-55-
indicative of the amount of anharmonicity. The appropriate potential 
should therefore include cubic and quartic terms. The inclusion of 
such terms in V for polyatomic molecules enormously complicate& the 
problem of obtaining the harmonic frequencies as the number of nuclei 
and hence the number of frequenciea required h increased. For COZ 
(eee Fig. 9) one would expect to find two s trong infra·red frequencies 
and one strong line in the F aman spectrum ,the frequency of which 
should be between those of the two infra·red-active vibrations. The 
lower of the two infra-red-active frequencies is the degenerate one. 
The actual situation in COz is complicated by the occurrence 
of what is called an accidental degeneracy. The frequency of the 
bending motion is almost exactly half of that of the frequency of the 
Raman active vibration so that the two quantum levels, one in which 
there are two quanta in the bending degrees of freedom and one in 
which there is one quantum in the stretching degree of freedom, have 
the same energy. These two levels combine, that is, they form two 
new levels, one of lower, and one of hi&her energy, each of which 
has some of the mechanical properties of both of the original levels. (6Z) 
This ia called Fermi resonance. 
(e) Fermi Reaonance(l?) If two vibrational levels of the same 
electronic state which belong to different vibrations have nearly the 
same energy, i.e., E
8 
and Eb are degenerate, then first order per-
turbation theory(Z6 , 34) predict• the perturbed energy levels to be given 
by 
- 56-
(130) 
where W ia, in general, a small correction to the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian operator H. For a harmonic oscillator, W is essentially 
given by the anharmonic (cubic, quartic, • .. ) terms in the potential 
energy. From equation (130) Fermi resonance can occur only between 
vibrational levels of the same symmetry species, i.e. , belonging to 
the same irreducible representation, since H (and hence W) belongs 
to the totally symmetric representation. This follows from the 
general theorem of group theory< 34 ) which states: ir <P ia a function 
belonging to some reducible representation of a group, the integral 
Jif? d T will be zero except when this representation contains the 
totally symmetric representation. Hence , 
<a I w I b> r a• 0 - 1'1' W ·'· dT 
- v a,a. b,l' 
where 'll a 0 and V b 0 are the eigenfunctions of' the unperturbed 
operator H. will be zero unless the representation r (a. ) X r (f) ) 
(131) 
contains the totally symmetric representation . The direct product of' 
two different irreducible representations does not contain the totally 
symmetric representation, while the direct product of an irreducible 
representation with itself always contains the totally symmetric 
representation, and only once. Thus the matrix element < al WI b> 
will be zero unless the vibrational levels ~and~ belong to the same 
representation. 
-5 7-
As mentioned above, for co2 there is a very close resonance 
between the levels (1, 0, 0) and (0, 2, 0) since 2 \Jl happen• to be very 
nearly equal to v 1• The level (0, 2, 0) consists of two sublevels 
(0, 2°, 0) and (0, 22 , 0) with t 2 =0 and 2, • and which have the symmetry 
specie I I: + and A • Since the (1, 0°, 0) level has the species g g I: + g • 
only the (0, 2°, 0) sublevel can perturb it. This ia shown in Fig. 10. 
0 -1 0 The separation o£ the two levels (1, 0 , 0) (= 1388.3 em ) and (0, 2 , 0) 
-1 (= 1285. 5 em ) is much larger than would have been expected on the 
basis of the value for -1 \J 2(= 667 . 3 em ). In consequence of the strong 
perturbation, a strong mixing of the eigenfunctions of the levels (1, 0°, 0) 
0 
and (0, 2 , 0) occurs . Each actual level is a mixture of the two; this is 
exhibited experimentally by the presence of two strong Raman lines 
rather than one • 
.As a consequence of the Fermi resonance between the leveh 
(1, 0°, 0) and (0, 2°, 0) of co2 , there are also perturbations between 
certain higher levels. This has been discussed in detail by Adel and 
Dennison (63) [see also references 37 and 64 :J. 
J>. somewhat different perturbation has been found to occur in 
H2o by Darling and Dennison. (S
9 ) The two vibrations v 1 = 3652 em -l 
and ,; 3 = 3756 em -l have a similar magnitude but cannot perturb each 
other since they have different species. The two overtones 2 \J 1 and 
2 \J
3
, however, have the same specie a ( .A1) and can perturb each other 
• The ti are integral numbers(3?) which assume the values ti =vi, 
v -2, v. -4, .•. , 1 or 0; for non-degenerate vibrations t
1
. = O. i 1 
Figure 10. 
~RU-
! ___ _ :a 
---6. 02 0 
-----1 g 
---------" r+ o 2 °0 
g 
1 
--- rr 01 o 
Schematic energy level diagram for carbon dioxide. 
The broken lines represent the unperturbed levels 
which go over, on account of Fermi resonance, into 
the two levels to which the arrow s point (from ref. 
37 ). 
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and, in general, any state (v1,v2 ,v3 ) with v1 > 2. is perturbed by a 
state (v1-2, v 2 , v 3+Z). 
(f) .Anharmonicity(37 ) The concept of normal vibrations rests upon 
the assumption of "small'' amplitudes of oscillation, when only quadratic 
terms in the potential energy need to be considered. However, the 
amplitudes of the quantized oscillations are not infinitesimal, and 
higher terms must be included in the potential energy, i.e. , the 
oscillations are anharmonic. I£ the potential energy of a polyatomic 
molecule contains terms of degree higher than quadratic, then it is 
no longer rigorously possible to reeolve the vibrational motion into a 
number of normal vibrations. 
The vibrational energy is no longer a aum of independent terms 
corresponding to the different normal vibrations, but it contains cross-
terms containing the vibrational quantum numbers of two or more 
normal vibrations [see equation (128) J. Thus for a nonlinear tri-
. ( 0) th . . b (57,59,64) atom1c molecule e. g., H 2 e energy 1s g1ven y 
For a diatomic molecule, the energy is given by(l) 
(133) 
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A comparison of equations (132.) and (133) shows that the constants 
,. 1• 11.• 2 , and IJJ 3 for a polyatomic molecule are analogous to 
for a diatomic molecule; similarly, the xik are analogous to 
,.. 
e 
lL X • 
e e 
In the harmonic oscillator approximation, the total vibrational 
eigenfunction is simply a product of oscillator eigenfunctions 
corresponding to the different normal coordinates r compare equation 
(12.6)] • If the anharmonicity is taken into account, this is no longer 
the case, but the symmetry species of vibrational levels remain the 
same whether the oscillations are harmonic or anharmonic. 
(g) Infrared Vibration Spectra and Selection R ules(37 • 60 ) According 
to classical electrodynamics, any motion of an atomic 1ystem which 
lead• to a change in the electric dipole moment of that 1y1tem will 
• cause the emission or absorption of radiation . During the vibrational 
motion of a molecule , the charge distribution undergoes a periodic 
change and so, in general , the dipole moment will also vary periodically. 
In the harmonic oscillator approximation, any vibrational motion of the 
m olecule can be resolved into a sum of normal vibrations with 
appropriate amplitudes. The normal frequencies are the only simple 
periodic motions and hence these are the frequencies emitted or 
absorbed by the molecule . They lie in the near infrared . Only the 
• 1\ change of the quadrupole moment or the magnetic dipole moment 
may also lead to the emission or absorption of radiation. The 
f 1. . bl h . th . f d ( 1, 6 0 . 6 5) intensity o this is neg 1g1 e, oweveT, 1n e 1n rare . 
fundamentals, 
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~Kare active , in this approximation, aince the 
1 
vibrational motion does not contain the overtone frequencies Z v. , 
1 
3 \J i , · · • or combination frequencies vi + vk' • • • • If an -
harmonicity is taken into account , the classical vibrational motion 
will contain combinations and overtones. Hence they may also 
occur in the infrared spectrum but will be much weaker than the 
fundamentals since anharmonicities are gen e rally alight. 
Apart from this mechanical anharmonicity, an electrical 
anharmonicity may also cause overtones and combination vibrations 
to occur. In fact, electrical anharmonicity must occur for homopolar 
bonds since the dipole moment vanishes both for zero and infinitely 
large internuclear distance. 
... 
In quantum m e chanics, the electric dipole moment of a molecule 1-l 
ie r~presented by a matrix with matrix elements 
"" = <nlulrn> nrn (134) 
-where u ie a vector. The diagonal matrix elements R :c u 
mm o 
represent the permanent dipole moments of the stat es .!!:· The off-
diagonal m~atrix elements are related to the transition• from the s tate 
n to the state m. In fact , the vibrational transition probability is 
proportional to the square of 
au .t = < u I u I t > (135) 
where u denotes the upper state and t the lower state . The matrix 
element given in equation (135) will vanish unless at least one 
component of IJ. has the same symmetry specie& as the product 
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1)r u 1)r t according to the general theorem of group theory stated 
earlier. This gives a simple method of finding the selection rules 
for vibrational transitions. In the harmonic oJcillator approximation, 
one finds that 6t = 0 for m f. n :1:: 1, and hence for the infrared, 
mn 
we have the selection rule 
tiN. = ± 1 
1 
(136) 
for each normal vibration, \) .. 
1 
3 ...,. ti f p l . M l l (Z6,34,37 , 60) • .!' Ota on o o yatom1c o ecu ee 
The investigation of the rotational levels of a polyat omic 
molecule is complicated by the necessity of considering the rotation 
simultaneously with the vibrations. As a first approximation, it ia 
customary to regard the nuclei a• fixed and to con•ider the rotation 
• • of a molecule as a r1gid body. 
Let s , 11 C be a system of coordinates with axes along the 
•• principal axes of inertia of a rigid body, and rotating with it . T he 
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian i8 obtained from the clas•ical one 
simply by replacing the components of the classical angular momentum 
J s , J 11 , J C by their corresponding operators: 
•• 
See, however, references (66 -70) • 
Every body has three axes which allow the kinetic energy to be ex-
pressed in a particularly aimple form. These are called the principal 
axes of inertia. The moment of inertia about a principal axis ia 
defined by I = J p r 2 d T where p is the density of matter in the volume 
element d T , r ie the perpendicular dhtance of d T from the axis in 
question, and the integration is over the volume of the solid [ eee 
reference s ZS -30]. 
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(1J7) 
where I A, IB and IC are the principal momenta of inertia of the body. 
The commutation rules for the operators J ~ , J 11 , J (; of 
the angular momentum components in a rotating system of coordinates 
are not obvious, but they can be shown to be the complex conjugate of 
those for a fixed coordinate system. ( 34 ) Hence , all the results which 
can be deduced from the commutation rules, relating to eigenvalues 
and matrix elements, still hold with the difference that all expressions 
must be replaced by their complex conjugates. In particular, the 
eigenvalues of J C are K = -J , · · • , J. 
The energy eigenvalues of a rotating body are easieat to find for 
the case of a spherical top, where all three principal momenta of 
inertia of the body are equal: I.A= IB= Ic= I. In this case equation 
(137) becomes 
with the energy eigenvalues 
E ( r ) = (fi Z I 2. I) .1 ( J + 1 ) 
(138) 
(139) 
As usual every energy level is (ZJ+l )-fold degenerate with respect to 
the (ZJ+ l) orientations of the angular momentum in space, but in 
addition there is a (2.J+ l) - fold degeneracy with respect to the directions 
of the angular momentum relative to the body itself. Therefore the 
• total degeneracy gJ is 
z gJ = (ZJ + 1) • 
· 64 ... 
(140) 
./'. rigid body in which two of the three principal momenta of 
inertia are equal (IA = IBI: IC) is called a symmetrical top . For this 
case , equation (137) becomes 
(141) 
and in a state with given J and K . the energy will be 
{142) 
The (ZJ+ l)-fold degeneracy with respect to values of K which occurred 
for a symmetrical top is now partially removed . and values of the 
energy will be the aame only for K values differing in sign. Hence the 
total degree of degeneracy for a symmetric top is 
gJ = Z (ZJ+l) for K 1: 0 
and (143) 
for K = 0. 
An asymmetric top molecule (e . g., H20) haa all three principal 
moments of inertia unequal: lA 1: IB 1: IC. In this case it ie imposaible 
to calculate the energy ei&envaluea in a general form . However , their 
degeneracy with respect to 1< ia completely removed, eo 
• 
gJ=(ZJ + l) , 
T his is the total degeneracy, apart from a conatant factor correspond· 
ing to nuclear spin, only for a molecule that h accidentally a 
spherical top rather than by virtue of ita symmetry. r See reference 
(37) for a more detailed discussion . ] 
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Fairly elaborate calculations are neceaaary in order to obtain 
a representation of the energy levels by quantitative formulae(5• 71- 83 )It i s 
convenient in practical calculations to use the simpler "nearly 
symmetric top" representation in the form: 
(145) 
where I A< IB < IC. The degeneracies of the energy leve18 are given 
by equation (143 ) . 
A linear molecule, diatomic or polyatomic , hae the energy 
levels of a "simple rotator" whose moment of inertia about the inter-
* nuclear axis is identically zero: 
(146) 
where B is the rotational constant 
(147) 
and IB is the moment of inertia about an axis perpendicular to the 
internuclear axis and going through the centre of mass. The term 
DJZ(J+ l)l in equation (146) arises from the non-rigidity of the molecule 
and is related to B and the vibrational frequency rv by 
3 -2 D = 4B •u • (148) 
* 
The selection rule for the infrared spectrum 
AT=± 1 (149) 
This is true if the angular momentum of the electrons about the inter-
nuclear axis is zero, which is the case for the ground etatee of most 
linear molecules. 
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is valid whether the rotator is rigid or not. <37 ) 
For a linear molecule of point group C (no centre of 
rov 
symmetry) the statistical weight of a rotational level in a totally 
symmetric electronic state (1 £: + ) is 
(150) 
If the molecule belongs to the point group Droh' alternate 
rotational levels have different statistical weights, as in the case of 
homonuclear diatomic molecules. If the spine of all the nuclei are 
zero (with the possible exception of the one at the centre of symmetry) 
the anti symmetric rotational levels are missing entirely, i.e., for 
E + electronic states the odd rotational levels are absent . This is the g 
case for co2 • 
4. Vibration - Rotation Interaction<37 ) 
In the zeroth approximation, the energy of a vibrating and 
rotating molecule is simply the sum of the vibrational energy [equations 
(1Z9) or (13Z)] and the rotational energy [equations (139), (14Z), (145) or 
(146)]. In higher approximation, account must be taken of the fact 
h vib t . ( Z6, 34, U4~91F the moments of inertia change periodically during t e ra 1on. 
A e a first approximation, a formulae of the type 
B[ ]=B- \a..B(v. + f./2) 
v . e L 1 1 1 
i 
(151) 
B 
might be expected to hold, where the a. i are small compared to Be' 
which is the rotational constant for the equilibrium position, r "ld fi is 
the degree of degeneracy of the vibration \1 • • The variation a. of the 1 
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rotational constant is due to several reasons: (1) the mean value of 
-1 -1 (IB) is not equal to (IB ) although the mean value of r il r e; 
e 
(Z) due to anharmonicity of the vibrations the mean value of r is 
greater than r ; (3) the Coriolia force acts to couple vibration and 
e 
rotation. 
If a linear molecule is in a degenerate vibrational etate 
rrr. A, ••• ) there is a vibrational angular momentum, til ( t :1, Z, ••• ) 
about the internuclear axis and the symmetric -top energy formulae 
have to be applied. Jlpart from an additive constant, the rotational 
energy is given by 
{15Z) 
For the degenerate vibrational levels J must be larger than or at least 
equal to t : 
J = t , t +1, t +Z, •.• (153) 
The total energy of vibration and rotation of a linear molecule is given 
by 
[ E(v)+ E (r)] =he [l:w i (vi+ fi/2) + 2::: 2::: xik(vi+ f/2)(vk+ fk/Z) 
i i k 
(154) 
where the terrne in t 2 have been taken into the term I: iut i Z. 
To a good approximation, selection rules for the pure vibration 
spectrum and the pure rotation spectrum are not changed by the inter-
action of vibration and rotation. <37 ) The selection rules for several 
types of rotors are summarized in Table IV. 
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Table IV. Infrared Rotational Selection Rules 
Rotor type 
Linear 
Spherical 
Symmetric 
* Asymmetric 
Band type 
(1-lx' 1-ly• 1-l z) 
II <uz > 
1 (ux' l.ly) 
II x (l.lx) 
I! v <uy> 
II z (uz) 
Selection t>ules 
6J = + 1 
6J = 0, + 1 
6J = o, + 1 
6J = O, + l; AK = 0 if K # 0 
6J = + 1; AK = 0 if K = 0 
AJ = O, .±. 1; .6K =.:!: 1 
AJ = 0, + 1 
II 
II 
:41 G. Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra. of Folyatomic Molecules, 
pp. 468- 491 , Van Nostrand, New York (1945). 
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ll. CRUDE EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS 
EMPLOYING STATISTICAL MODELS 
A. APPROXIMATE TOTAL EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS FOR COz 
USING THE STATISTICAL BAND MODEL(lO. ZS) 
l. Introduction. It has been shown previously<13 ) that the 
measured equilibrium emisll!llvitles for carbon dioxide at room tempera-
ture are consistent with the results derived from approximate compu-
tations using a "box approximation" for the vibration-rotation bands 
and the best available spectroscopic data for the fundamental vibration-
rotation bands<6• 13 >. More recently, Plass has performed machine 
calculations(Zl) for the spectral equilibrium emissivlties of carbon dl-
oxide and has obtained numerical data that are ln good accord with 
direct experimental measurements at temperatures up to about 600°K. 
The calculated emlssivities become relatively too small as the 
temperature is raised, and significant discrepancies (of about a factor 
o! two to four) have been noted at temperatures between 1Z00°K and 
Z000°K <92• 93>. These discrepancies are probably produced by the ap-
pearance of new bands which are not observed at 300°K and which make 
significant contributions to the total emissivity at higher temperatures. 
To account for the contributions of unobserved bands at elevated tem-
peratures, some sort of intensity multiplication scheme may be used. 
Since the location of the new bands, the effective bandwidths, line shapes, 
and line widths<94) are unknown, a statistical treatment is indicated. A 
proper analysis should lead to the same emissivity estimates as those 
of Penner< 13 ) and Plass(Zl) at 300°K, those of P lass(Zl) at 600°K, and 
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values in agreement with experimental data on spectral a.nd total emie-
eivities<92• 93• 95• 96) at elevated temperatures.* 
A correlation of available emissivity data at temperatures up to 
1800°K has been performed utilizing an intensity multiplication pro-
cedure at elevated temperatures. The effect of lack of knowledge con-
cernlng spectral line shapes and widths has been minimized by using 
the Mayer- Goody statistical model ( 6 ). 
Z. Emissivity Calculations for Superpositions of Randomly 
Distributed Weak Bands and of Strong Fundamental Bands. The deri-
vation of formal expressions for the average spectral emisslvities has 
been presented earlier in the discussion of the statistical band model. 
Since the numerical estimates depend upon the band structure, it wUl 
be necessary to examine, in some detail, the structure of individual 
vibration- rotation bands. 
(a) Rotational structure of the vibration-rotation banda. - It is 
reasonable to use a box model 01- a just- overlapping line model for the 
stronger bands a.t moderate optical depths . For the weak bands, a 
non- overlapping l ine model may actually be more appropriate at very 
small optical depths. However, in view of the experimentally observed 
lack of sensitivity of total emissivity to pressure, the present analysis 
will use the simpler just- overlapping line model for all of the bands. 
In this model, the absorption coefficient for the Jth line le represented 
* While numerous measurements have been made o! the infrared 
spectra o! carbon dloxide<97· ZZO), the majority of these experimmts 
were concerned with obtaining data pertaining to the structure of the 
molecule. Relatively few measurements or calculations have been 
made of the spectral or total emissivity at elevated temperatures for 
a wide range o£ carbon dioxide concentrations. 
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by the average value across the line: 'PJ = SJ/6' where s1 is the 
th * integrated intensity of the J line and 6 la the line spacing. viz., 
* * 6 ~ 4Bc for large J for C02 { Be = rotational constant). 
For a linear triatomic molecule<60>, 
where n 1, n 2, and n 3 are the vibrational quantum numbers corre• 
spondlng to the three fundamental vibrational frequencies ''l , v 2 , and 
v 3 , and .t is the quantum number that measures the angular momen• 
tum about the symmetry axle of the bendina mode. The rotational 
.t J l 
transition is identified by the symbol n 1n 2 n 3 ;J-n).nz n;;J' ; the quan-
tum numbers of the initial state are unprimed, whereas the final state 
* numbers are primed; w is the wave number for the J = 0 - J ' = 0 
transition; g J ' t , is the statistical weight of the upper state and is equal 
to 2J' + 1 for .f.. ' = 0 or to 2( 2J' + 1) for t ' :1- 0 ; gt is the statistical 
weight of the lower state and is equal to 1 for .t = 0 or 2 for .t r/. 0; 
J ' J ' 2 {60) I fi' J t I represents tabulated rotational amplitudes for the tran-
sition Jt- J'.t'; ER(J) = hcBeJ(J+l) is the rotational energy for 
quantum nwnber J; QR =I: gJ exp[ - ER(J)/k'r] is the rotational par• 
J 
titlon function. Since we shall consider many rotational lines, we may 
use the following relation. valid only to the harmonic- oscillator rigid-
rotator approximation. 
* The llne spacing is 4B since alternate rotational levels are mlss -e lng. 
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ZhcB hcBeJ(J+l) 
S(J-+J•l) + S(J-+J+l) = ( 2J+l)a( k'I' e ) exp[- kT ] . (155) 
Derivation of equation (155) involves use of the following approximations: 
(i.l *:::.: w(nln2 t n3;J-n}.ni t~j;gDF; a. ::: ~IaEnlnO t n3;J-n}n2 t~j~gDF; 
.... 
* QR ~ kT /2hcBe , and w >> 2BeJ for the important contributing Unes. 
At elevated temperatures, a large number of rotational lines contrib-
ute to the emission. Hence we may make the further approximation that 
S(J- J • l) ~ S(J ... J+l) ::::! SJ 
and, for large values of J , 
(2J+l )/ 2 A:1 J ; J(J+l) ~ Jz . 
Thus the average absorption coefficient for the jus t-overlapping Une 
model becomes 
SJ ( a.hc ) Z P J = -;m- ~ J exp (- hcBeJ /kT) • 
e 
(156) 
If we let y = hcBe/kT and ~ = l{i J , then 
1'3' ::: a,--J"; I; exp (• S 2) • 
ll1 ~
e 
(157) 
* • But w = tu + 2B J = 1u + 2B g J-. fy' whence dw = + ( ZB /• t.:{ )ds . Thus 
- e - e Y' - e Y' 
the band absorption becomes 
(X) 
A(a) = ~ f[ 1 - exp ( - ~~ ee-e2 )] ~ • (158) 
If we let K = aX-.{Y I ZBe and 
(X) 2 
I(K) 5 I r 1 - exp(-K ~e -s ) Jde • 
0 
(159) 
equation (158) reduces to A= E4Be/~FlEhF K Values of tho integral 
I(K) for K up to 120 have been obtained previously through use of a 
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digital computer<6>. For small K , whlch corresponds to the trans-
parent gas regime, 1 ~ K/ 2 (good to 2 per cent for K :: 0. 05 ); in the 
other extreme, lim I = 1/ .tn(CK/ 2)', where C is Euler's constant.* 
K-m 
In order to find I(K) for intermediate values of K , an extrapolation 
was performed subject to the restriction that l(K) is of the form 
(constant) x -'lj .tn(constant' x K)' . 
This expression was then fitted to the l(K) versus K curve for large 
values of K and led to the expression I:::: 1. 11-y .tn(1 . 21K) . t 
3. Values of Integrated Intensities and Region Widths Assumed 
for Empirical Correlation of Data. <10• ZS) Experimentally determined 
values of the total emissivity of C02 may be correlated satisfactorily if 
the value of integrated intensity of the bands at all temperatures ls set 
equal to the valu~ at 300°K, i.e., 
a(T) = a.(300°K) • (160) 
Equation (160) implies that the actual ratio of the intensities 
a.(T)/a.(300°K) has been multiplied by the factor<60) } 
{
NT(300) Oy(T) [ Ey (1 1 ) ] [ 1-exp(-hc•v (iC /k 300)] 
NT(T) Oy(300 ) exp '"K "f -~ 1-exp(-hcu}' /k T) • 
where NT = total number of molecules per unit volume ~r unit pres-
(6) 3n-5 exp(• ihc'•·l/kT) 
sure, Oy = vibration partition function = [!
1 
[1 _ exp(-hctbl/kT)J • 
and Ey =vibrational energy. Thus, the simple assumption of constant 
integrated intensity represents physically a very complicated tempera-
ture-dependent scheme of intensity multiplication. However, emissivity 
calculations using the correct values of a.(T) rather than equation (160) 
* c = o. 57721 •••. 
+ Curves showing I(K) as a function of K ior 0. 02 :S K!: 10, 000 are 
given in reference (24). 
!or optical depths of 1 and Z. ft-atmos, yield emiss~vities at 1200°K 
that are approximately hall of the experimental values as may be seen 
!rom Fig. 11. 
We a.ssume that the region widths may be represented by are-
a b latlon of the form Aw = eX (T/300) where a. b, and c are constants. 
Variation of region width with optical depth and temperature appears 
intuitively plausible. In order to obtain reasonably good agreement 
with the experimentally measured values of Hottel, we use the relation 
( Awo ) 0. 45 T ) O. 
25 
Aw = "1J.11 X ( Jmr (161) 
Here Aw 0 wa.s found by taking the dlffe renee between the wavenwnbe rs 
of the band centers of tbe extreme bands of a region and multiplying by 
the factor N/(N.;l) where N is the number of bands in the region. 
4. Outltne of Calculations. In the present calculations, the 
spectrum has been divided into :four regions, as indicated in Table V. 
Within each of these four regions, bands which have an integrated in-
o f -z -1 tensity at 300 Kin excess o 10 em atmos have been treated sepa-
rately, whereas the contributions of the weaker bands have been added 
* together to form an e.fiective integrated intensity, ~ , which was then 
distributed uniformly throughout the kth region. 
The emissivity of the kth region is given by equation (50). We 
may Wustrate the method of calculation by finding the emissivity at 
lS00°K and o. 1 ft-atmos. For region one, a.667 = 240 and a.t = 
-2. -1 8 • ) 9. 675 em • &tmos whence K667 = 1 • 13 and K 1 = 0. 73 ; l(K667 
= 1. 951 and l(Kt') = 0. 3Z5 . Thus L ek = • 0080 , L A1 • \ let region 1st region 
183.70 • and L Al/tA.w1 = 0. 62.5; from Flg. 5 the weighting factor let region 
ls o. 744 and, therefore, e 1 = • 0059 • SimUu calculations for the 
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J 
\J
1 I 
Band 
Center 
(cm- 1) 
667.3 
720. 5 
740.8 
960.8 
1063. 6 
1886 
1932. 5 
2076. 5 
2094 
2137 
OOU4KR~ 
Z394. 3 
3609 
3716 
4860.5 
4983. 5 
5109 
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To.ble V. Integrated Intensities oi the Stronger 
Vibration-Rotation Bands of co2 <
6> 
Trans ltion 
o1 1o-oo0 o 
o1 1o-oo0o 
10°o-.cn 1o 
11 1o-o22o 
00°1-10°0 
00°1-0Z.0 0 
04°o-.oi 1o 
o31o ... oo0o 
11 1o...oo0o 
122 0...01 10 
20°0-01 10 
oo
0 l...oo0 o 
oo0I-oo0o 
02°1-+00°o 
10°1 ... 00°0 
04°1-oo0o 
12°1 ... 00°0 
20°1-oo0o 
a.(300°K) 
-2 -1 (em -atmos ) 
1. 88 
240 
7. 5 
• 22 
• 0219 
• 0532 
• Otl15 .. 
• 0 415 .. 
• 12 •• 
'" • oz.o 
•• • 005 
30.0 
2676 
2a. 5 
42. 3 
• 272 
1. 01 
. 4 26 
Region 
1 
2 
} 3 
4 
Transitions of C :p2 is assumed to represent 1. 1 per 
cent cl the total C02 . ) 
** These numerical values have been chosen to equal the listed band 
intensities (see reference 6 , pp. 310, 314). 
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other three regions yield E: 2 =. 0363, e 3 =. 0169, ~ 4 =. 0069. Addi-
tion of these partial emissivities gives E: = • 060. Hottel's measured 
(95) • 
value 1s E:H = . 057. The results of all of our calculations are 
summarized in Fig. 11. 
The semi-empirical calculations are seen to be quite successful 
(compare Fig. 11) for correlating emissivity data over a wide range of 
temperature and optical depths. OUr approximate computation pro• 
cedure is easily applied and the method yields values that differ from 
the experimentally observed data by less than 10 per cent at all optical 
depths and temperatures. 
(200} Bevans has obtained a correlation using Hottel 'a total 
emissivity measurements of carbon dioxide by means of an empirical 
expression of the form 
J. 
e :: K 1 X + K 2X
2 + K3 log (K4X) , 
where K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ,and K4 are !unctions of temperature. WhUe 
Bevans has been able to fit the preceding expression to Hottel's data 
with an accuracy of 3 per cent, his method is unsuitable for extrapo-
lating to the higher temperatures where emissivity measurements have 
not been made. 
The experimental values of total emissivity given by Hottel and 
his co-workers<145• 146) were chosen ln preference to data· obtained by 
Eckert( 147 , Zll) since Hottel covered a larger range of optical depths 
and temperatures. Hottel has estimated the experimental errors to be 
about 5 per cent; the discrepancies between Hottel's values and those of 
(200) Eckert are o! the order of 5 per cent . 
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Numerous measurements and calculations have been ma.de o! 
spectral emissivities and of the absorption by individual banda of car ... 
bon dioxide. These are summarized in Table VI. 
Table VI. Measurements or Calculations of Spectral 
Emlseivities or oi the Absorption by Individual Bands 
of Carbon Dioxide 
Spectral 1 Total Region (em· ) f' ressure 
(atm)* 
2150-2400 
2272 
2272 
2000 - 2400 
3250- 3800 
o. 1 - 8. 0 
C02 
o. 26 - o. 92 
C02, o 2, N 2• 
CO, H 20 
1. 0 
• 0066 - z. 0 
C02, N 2 
500 - 10, 000 • 01 - 1. 0 
2 150 - 2500 1. 0 
2272 o. 26 - o. 92 
N 2 • He 
Optical Depth Temperature Reference 
(em at-zn) (°K) 
. 05 - 2. 5 
o. 1 - 1. 0 
o. 07 - M~ 30 
• 003 - 3. 56 
. 001 - 50 
• 05 - 500 
283 
0. 1 - 3. 0 
1200 
1273 
1620, 1710 
1200, 1500 
300 
280, 217 
2500 
1273 
(220) cell 
(219) cell 
(219) burner 
(218) cell 
(212) 
(206) 
(203) cell 
The species used to broaden the spectral lines is indicated; C02 indicates self-broadening. 
*tO& The experimental apparatus ls indicated after the number of the 
reference; no such indication appears in the case of theoretical calcu-
lations. 
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Speetral _1 Total Optical Depth Temperature Reference Region (em ) Pressure (em atm) (OK) 
(atm) 
500-9500 1, 10, 31 105 - 2. 34xl0 7 300 (217) 
2100 - 2.4 00 0.58 0. 40 • 0. 70 1200-2 400 (216) rocket 
exhaust 
2000- 2400 1.0 • 40 - . 83 300, 600, (22) 
1200, 1800, 
2400 
550 - 850 • 026 - • 98 1 - 863 295 (3) cell 
2000 ... 2500 .0013-1.0 4. 7 - 1565 
3400- 3900 • 0013 - l. 0 4. 74- 1730 
4600- 5400 • 046 - 1. 0 540- 8630 
6000 .. 7300 . 013-1.0 108 .. 8630 
Nz 
2225 - 2405 • 065 - 1. 0 5 .. 100 318 (173) cell 
35 20 - 3820 Nz 
540 - 820 1. 0 100 300 (177) 
2100- 2500 o. 07 - • 9 2 0. 84 - 11. 7 298- 1273 (210) cell 
Nz• C02 
3400 - 3800 • 92 1. 67 - 10. 0 1273 (204) cell 
Nz 
2200 - 2500 o. 07 - . 92 o. 84 - 11. 7 300- 1273 (93) cell 
3400- 3800 
N2 
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Spectral _1 Total Optical Depth Temperature Reference Region (em ) Pressure (em atm) (OJ<) 
(atm 
2000- 2400 1. 0 o. 4 - o. 8 1200- 2400 (211) rocket 
exhaust 
400- 9000 o. 5 - 10 3. 05 - 305 300- 1400 (208) cell 
N 2, C02 
2114- 2288 o. 26- 1. 05 0. 1 - 0 . 4 1200- 2100 (209) shock 
Nz tube 
1800 250J 1. 0 . 01 - 100 300 - 2400 (21) 
450 . 9000 o. 5 - 10 1. 9 - 1290 300 - 1400 (96) cell 
N 2, C02 
B . APPROXlMA TE CALCULATIONS OF SPECTRAL EMISSIVITIES IN 
THE INFRA-RED FOR HCt {ZZZ) 
1. Introduction. In a recent paper<16>, Stull and Plass have 
presented the results of infrared emissivity calculations for HC.t at 
elevated temperatures. The data were obtalncd through the use of ma-
chine computations by employing the best avaUable spectroscopic data. 
Numerical values that are in good accord with their spectral absorption 
coefficients may be obtained. when the weak line approximation holds. 
by utilizing the results of a relatively simple analytical treatment to the 
harmonic oscillator approximation. This method is similar to an analy-
sis first used by Kivel, Mayer. and Bethe{ZZ3 ) in emissivity calculations 
on the ultraviolet bands of NO. Their method of treatment for elec-
tronlc band systems has been refined recently by Keck, Camm, Kivel. 
(224) 
and \\ entink in order to account for the influence of vibrational 
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structure on emiosivities. A derivation of the basic equations given 
by Keck, et al. (2.24) has recently been published by Patch, Shackleford. 
and Penner<225) who show, to the same order of approximation. that 
the equations of this "smeared out rotational line model" yield results 
identical with those of the 11just-ovedapplng" line model. Golden<226> 
has shown that this is also true for pure rotational transitions. 
2. Outline of Theoretical Considerations . (2.ZS, 227 ) 
(a) Calculation of spectral absorption coefficients and of 
spectral emiestvities for fundamental vibration- rotation bands. - Con-
sider transitions between the ground state with vibrational quantum 
number v" and rotational quantum number Jtl and the upper state 
v ', J ' . Since both vibrational levels belong to the same electronic state 
of the HC-t molecule, the respective rotational energies (EJ) may be 
written in the form 
E J" = J" ( J" + 1 ) he Be (162a) 
and 
EJ' = J'(J' + 1) he Be • (162b) 
The selection, rules allow AJ = .:!: 1 for a rigid rotator. * Hence the 
energy of vibration- rotation transition (v", J 11)- (v', J ' ) is 
hew a hew 1 II + ZJ'' he B 
v , v - e 
(163) 
for molec'Ules without 0 - branch, where wv', v" = (Ev' - Ev11 )/hc and 
we have a.sswned that J + 1 ~ J or J":::::: J 1, which is true at sufficiently 
high temperatures. If the dominant contributions to the absorption are 
Observations of the infrared spectrum of HC.t show no spect.ral line 
corresponding to a a - branch (i. e ., corresponding to Ll..1 = 0 transitions). 
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m ade by the higher rotational energy levels, then. using equation (163), 
equation (162a.) may be written a.s 
2 
E J" "' (J")Z he Be = [ w ; ;:•v" ] he Be . 
The spectral absorption coefficient P w for the transition 
(v", J") - (v', J') is 
2N c1f [ ] ve v" v"-v 1 ( hew ) P &;¥ ---z - 1 - exp -~w , ,. ... p dw !<;; ~ v , v m ... 
(164) 
(165) 
Equation (165) follows !rom the definition o£ tho £- number, or oscUla-
tor strength for a vibrational transition: 
r 2 N [ ] we v 11 hew 0. 1 tl = j p du.• : ___,... - f II I } • exp(• ~F V f V Ql I II €. p V -"'V K!KE·~· band v , v me • ( 166) 
Here e and m denote, respectively, the charge (ln esu) and mass 
(ln gm) of an electron. and N 11 /p l a the total number of molecules 1n v 
the lower vibrational state v" per unit volume per unit p ressure. The 
£- number may be thought of as a dimensi onless integrated intensity; it 
z is proportional to tlle square of the matrix element f ~ .t u I for the 
transi tion. 
For a non- degenerate rotational line, the integrated intensity 
NV" Til M 
, oJ , Jll 
X r 1- exp(- hcw(v" Jll M } (v' J' M ) / kT ) J I R(yl l J ll M ) (v' J' M ) f~ 
• , J" ' ' • J' • , J " , ~ • J' j 
(167) 
For degenera.te energy levels, equation (167 ) becomes 
See reference 60, equations (7-82) and (7-84). 
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x [ 1 - exp(• hcuJ(v" , J"), (v', J'/kT)J 
' (Z.J"+l l" ''m (v". J" }, (v •• J') I z r J" 5 J"-1, J' + (J"+ 1 }5 J"+ 1 • .J' 1] (168) 
where the relati(mS 
and 
[ I ~E " J', M > < ' J' M >' z I m I z M M v • ' J" ' v ' • - J' ' :: v" v' J''' J' ' 
X fJ"8J" - l , J' + (.T"+')6J11+l, J'1 
for the square of the matrix element of a diatomic molecule repre-
sented by the Sty)erposition of a (possibly) anharmonic oscillator and a 
rigid rotator have been used. 
ln order to obtain the integrated intenalty of the band. equation 
(168) must be summed over all values of J . It may be shown. for 
example, that * 
a.v", v"+l = L s(v", J"). (v"+l , J ' ) 
J', J11 
(169) 
where u;v", v"+l is the effective wavenumber o£ the band and wv", vtt+l 
• See reference 60, equation (7- 90). 
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corresponds to tiJ(v", O), (v"+l , O) ln equation (168). 
Comparing equations (168) and (169), the variation of fv"-v ' 
with wavenumber would be expected to be given by 
df 
v"-v' 
du• 
J" Nv", J'l f 
- constant x (ZJ"+I) N v"-v ' 
v" 
exp(- E J " /kT) 
::: constant x J"£ 11 • --:x~--- -
v -v "''R (170) 
where OR is the rotational partition function. For the rigid rotator, 
OR=- kT /heBe • The constant in equation (170) ls determined by the 
condi tion 
f II t ::l 2 
v -v 
00 
J E,o• Fvu 
w::: he 
df 
v
1
'-v' dw dw (171) 
Substituting for EJ" from equation (164) and carrying out the integra-
tion indicated by equation (171), we see the constant in equation (170) 
must be equal to !Be • Hence equatl<m (170)[-bec omes 
2 
J 
W• w 1 " 1 (w- w , .. ) he 
dfv"-v' - -!Be fv11-v1 ( zB v )( n:- ) exp - 4B RT 
e R e 
(172) 
where we have used equations (163) and (164). Substituting equation 
(172) into equation (165) for the spectral absorption coefficient and using 
the relation Nv11 /NT = ex:pE-~1K/kqF/ls I where Oy i s the vibrational 
par tition !unction. we obtain 
( 
Z NT {-bK~KfkqF [ f 11 1 ( w- w , 11 ) P ,..., 1re v· V - v v V 
w , 
11 
- ---z p exp Oy ZB ZB 
v , v me e e 
1 [ hc(w- luv'v" >
2
]] [ ( hew ) ] ) 
x n:- exp - 4B kT 1 - exp • KT'" 
R e 
(173) 
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where NT is the total number of molecules per unit volume. 
At elevated temperatures, many vibrational transitions occur 
in a given spectral region, and the total spectral absorption coefficient 
P w is obtained by summing over the P
11
• that fall within that re-
v'v" 
gion. 
Before performing the summation, it is now convenient to write 
f - f 2 
v"-v' - o-(v'-v" F~DK v" (174) 
where fo--.(v'-v") is the !-number for the transition from the ground 
vibrational state that falls in the same spectral region as the transition 
v''-v' and Y is proportional to the vibrational matrix element 
' ·-v•' v" 
for the transition. 
In the harmonic oscUlator approximation, only the transitions 
v"-v"+l are allowed (ln absorption). and 
2 X = v" + 1 :: v 1 • 
v',v" 
Furthermore, 
E = (v" + ! ) he <I I • 
v" o 
<v 111 = w , vv 0 
and equation (173) takes the particularly simple form 
( 
2 N [ he•• ] 
= .Jr-~ £0 ... 1 ~ (v"+l)exp - -ff- (v" + t> e me P T ph. o. UJ I II v,v 
w-w hc(w-w ) h 2 ) 
x <-m;)ex{ 4BekT0 ] [ 1 - exp(- ·F;)] 
(17S) 
(176) 
(177) 
(178) 
where OT = OVQR is the total partition function. Summing equation 
(178) over v" , the absorption coefficient, to the harmonic oscillator 
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approximation. is* 
l £ N w- w 
h. o. 'ITe o ... l T ( I J( o) P w = ~ -ztj P?5": 1-exp(-hcttJ kT) -m-
m c e P T e 
2 
[ 
hc(w- w0 ) J [ hcoJ0 ] [ ( hcw0 ) ] ·Z 
exp - exp -~ 1-exp • ~ • 4B kT .c.K l. K J. 
e 
(179) 
The spectral emissivities for gases uniformly distributed throughout a 
length s at a partial pressure pl may be computed readily from equa• 
tlon (179). Thuc& 
e : · o. - 1 - exp { - m~ o. pis ) • (180) 
(b) Approximate spectral emissivity calculations for HC.t. -
Calculations performed for the spectral emissivity of the 3 . 46 micron 
bands of HCt uelng equation (179) are compared with the numerical cal-
culations of Stull and Plasa<16) in Figs. 12 ancl 13. For purposes of 
comparison. we used a numerical estimate of £1• 0 equivalent to that 
employed by St1.1ll and Plass for the sum of the isotopic species HC.t 35 
and HC.t. 37• This value ls probably somewhat low. t 
(c) Approximate calculations of seectral emissivities in the 
infrared for HCt in the strong line approximation. ( 231 ) • At the ele-
vated temperatures for which equation (179) is applicable, a great num-
ber o£ rotational lines belonging to different vibrational transitions 
(e. g. , 1-2, 2- 3) wUllie within the same spectral region as the funda-
mental band. Since a great many lines are distributed more or less at 
$ 
since 
(X) co 
\ nx d \ •nx d J""l ··2 L ne... = - di L e = - di [ 1-exp(-x) = [ 1-exp(-x)J • 
n=O n=O 
+ (228) . Stull and Plass used the data o£ Benedict, et al. for the inte-;. 2 grated intensity o£ the HC.t fundamental. q~eir v:-\ue is 130 + 7 em 
atm·I" commKar~d with the values 2of 150 em· atm- obtalned..,y menAKt;K~ and Webert230 ) and 150 + 5 em"" atm-1 obtained by Babrov, et al. (GG'J) 
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Figure 1 Z. Comparison of spectral emissivities in the we~llne ap-
proximation obtained by Stull and Plass (dashed curves), 
with the spectral emlssivities calculated to the harmonic 
oscillator .. rigid rotator approximation (solid curves) 
for various optical depths at 600°K. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of spectral emisslvities in the weak-Une ap-
proximation obtained by Stull and Plass (dashed curves) 
with the spectral emlsslvities calculated to the hannonf.c 
oscUlator - rigid rotator approximation (solid curves) for 
various optical depths at 2400°K. The spectral emtast.vlty 
for ·an optical depth oi 100 cm-atm as calculated by 
Malkmus and Thomson ts also shown Edot~dash curves). 
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random within thls region, the statistical line model should be appli-
cable. F rom equation (28), the spectral emissivity in the weak-line 
approximation is 
e: = r 1 - exp(• ~f*Fl . (181) 
* However, "'S/6 = P w if the rotational lines are assumed to be just over-
lapping, and hence equation (181) is identical with equation (180). 
In the strong line approximation, the spectral emis eivity is 
given by [see equation (29)] 
e = [1- exp(- j~Fl (182) 
In order to include the pressure dependence of the collision half 
width b ; equation (182) may be w ritten as* 
~ = [ 1 - exp (- -/4b0 (P "J o*)/s')] 
where b 0 is the half width at a pressure of one atmosphere. The 
values of b 0 used by Stull and Plass are given in Table Vll. 
Table VII. Average Half Widths of HC-t Rotational 
L ines at One Atmosphere P ressure(1 6 ) 
300 
600 
lZOO 
1800 
2400 
b 
~1 -1 (em a.tm ) 
0. 184 
0. 109 
0.059 
o. 039 
0. 031 
(183) 
* Observations(ZZS) at room temperatu.re indicate that the rotational 
lines of HCt have a dispersion contour, except in the wings. 
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* The mean line spacing 6 will decrease as the temperature is 
raised and vibrational transitions from excited states (e. g. , 2. .. 3) be-
come appreeiable. Hence the number oi linea contributing ln any given 
spectral range is assumed to be proportional to the number of excited 
vibrational energy states. In this case 
6 * (T) = [ 1 + L (v"+l )ex:p ( - (v"+i )hcw/kT}] · l • 
a*(3o0°K ) v" 
{184) 
The calculation of the spectral emissivity of hydrogen chloride 
was further refined to include the effects of the following isotopes: 
HC' 35 (75. 4 per cent); HC.t37 (24. 6 per cent); DC.t.35 (0. 012 per cent); 
DC.t.37 (0. 003 per cent). While the abundance of DC.t is relatively small 
in natural hydrogen chloride, it can have a significant effect on the 
spectral emissivity in the strong-line approximation. This is due to the 
fact that, for a diatomic molecule, the rotational and vibrational con-
stants, B and w , are inversely proportional to the reduced mass of 
e e 
the molecule ac:l the square root of the red\lced mass, respectively. 
The molecular constants for HC..f are given in Table vm. 
Table vm. Molecular Constants for HC.t (l6) 
-1 - 1 
w (em ) Be (em ) 
e 
HC.t35 2989.74 10. 5909 
HCt37 2987.47 10. 5748 
DC.t35 2144. 77 5. 449 
DCt37 2141. 82 s. 432 
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In order to mKal~:e a quantitative comparison wtth the results ob-
tained by Stull and P lass<16> by numerical calculations, their estimates 
for the integrated Intensities of the bands wU1 be uaed. These are 
given in Table IX. 
Table IX. Estimates(l6 ) for the Total Band Integrated Intensity a. 11 , v.., 
Molecular Species Temperature Integrated Intensity 
(OK ) (em -2 -1 atm ) 
HCt 35 300 a.Ol = 98.0 
HCt 37 300 a.Ol = .32. 0 
HCt 35 600 a12 = 0. 111 
HCt37 600 0.12 = o. 036 
HCt35 1200 0.23 = 0.078 
HCt37 1200 0.23 = 0. 025 
DCt 35 300 a.01 = 7. 9 y lo-3 
DCt37 300 a.Ol = 2. 6 X 10-
3 
A band head ie formed in the R branch o! each vibration-
-1 -1 rotation band at approximately 3187 em for HCt a.nd at 2218 em for 
DCt. Emission in tho wave number interval beyond the band head is 
produced by intense rotational lines near the band center and was cal• 
culated from the relation: <232) 
Q) 
P(w) = L [ P J-J-l (w) + Pj-j+l (w)J • 
j=O 
(185) 
Spectral ernisstvities computed by the use of equation (183) are 
compared wtth the data of Stull and Plaos<16 ) in Figs. 14 and 15. At 
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6000K, the agreement is satisfactory but there le quite a large dis-
crepancy, particularly in the P branch, at Z400°K. For the strong-
line approximation, it appears that vibration-rotation interaction and 
anharmonicity terms should be included in the calculation of spectral 
absorption coefficients at elevated temperatures. However, for the 
weak-line approximation, the harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotator model 
gives reasonable agreement with the more elaborate numerical calcu-
lations as may be seen from Figs. 12 and 13. 
(23) Malkmus and Tmmson have recently made a.n improved cal-
culation of spectral emissivity employing a. digital computer. They 
chose for their model of a diatomic m olecule an anharmonic oscillator 
with the first approximation to the vibration·rotation interaction; i.e., 
the energy levels are given by the expression 
+ BeJ(J+l) - a.e(v+t).T(J+l)) he • 
Malkmus and Thomson used the random Elsasser modet<233), assumed 
a Lorentz line shape, but neglected line wing emission beyond the band 
head. For HC.t , Malkmue and Thomson used the data. of Benedict, et 
al. (Z.Z8) for the fundamental band strength and line widths in order to 
mal<e a direct coTnparison with the more elaborate calculations o! Stull 
and Plass< 16>. Their results are also shown in Figs. 12 to 15, and may 
be seen t.o be in better agreement with Stull and Plass than our calcula-
tions, a.s would be expected. However, our crude approximation yields 
a fair estimate of the spectral emissivity of a diatomic molecule without 
involving such lengthy computations as to necessitate the use of a digital 
computer. 
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W. APPROXIMATE Sf.JECTRAL EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS 
FOR WATER VAPOR AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
A. INTRODUCTI ON. 
At the high temperatures encOWltered in combustion, an appre-
ciable fraction of the energy transfer is by radlaticm. For this reason. 
a knowledge of the emieslvities of the combustion products (e . g. , HC.t., 
(234) Until recently, the basic spectroscopic 
constants for H 20 , required for an a priori emissivity calculation, 
we.re Wlknown. Since it is possible(6, 11 ) to correlate the total emis-
sivity data of water vapor in terms of a just- overlapping line model and 
effective bandwidths, in the temperature range between 333 and 1666°K, 
by assuming "reasonable" values for the integrated intensities of the 
various bands, the choice of a just-overlapping line model for a spec-
tral emissivity calculation appears justified. This model assumes that 
the individual spectral lines are sufficiently pressure- broadened that 
they overlap one another, smearing out the structure oi the band. For 
water vapor, overlapping begins to occur at room temperature for a 
pressure of about 3 atm(235) and as the temperature is increased, the 
pressure required for overlapping should decrease. 
An a priori spectral emissivity calculation at 1111 °K has been 
performed for self- broadening water vapor at a pressure of Z atm using 
a "harmonic oscillator"- aymmetric top approximation. 
B . THE INFRARED SPECTRUM OF WATER VAPOR. 
The infrared spectrum of water vapor consists of spectral lines 
corresponding to transitions between various vibration- rotation energy 
levels. The wave number w of a given line is given by the difference 
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in the sum of the vibrational and rotational energies of the flnal and 
initial states. The intensity of an individual line is given by the rela-
~ 
tion 
3 
8w w1 N Z [ hcw1 l 
stu = Phc~u ~iCvKtF exp(-Et /kT) 1- exp(· kT "'u ) j (186) 
where N is the number of molecules per unit volume, QT is the total 
partition function, and r tu is the electric dipole matrix element cor-
respondlng to the transition; E t is the sum of the vibrational and ro-
tational energies of the lower (initial) state. 
Herzberg(l?) gives the selection rules governing allowed tra.n-
sitions for a triatomic, asymmetric molecule such a.e H 2o. For the 
molecular species HHO, two types of rotational transitions are allowed: 
AK = 0 and . .o.K =.:!:. 1 corresponding, respectively, to the parallel and 
perpendicular transitions ol a symmetric top molecule. Here K ia 
the component o£ angular momentum about the symmetry axis. It is 
related to the total angular momentum J in that J takes on the values 
K, K+l , ••• • Vibration-rotation bands of water vapor, composed of 
one of these types o! transitions, will approach ae limits the parallel or 
perpendicular bands of the equivalent symmetric top molecule, and they 
wW have the same general structure. The structure of the band de-
pends greatly on the relative values of the moments of inertia; only for 
the limiting cases of the symmetrical top or the linear molecule can 
any simple regularities be expected. For an asymmetric molecule such 
as HDO, a given vibrational band will contain rotational transitions of 
both types(Z36>. The corresponding band for HDO of the equivalent 
* Refe renee (6 0 ), equation (7 -1 Z 5 ). 
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symmetric top molecule wUl be a hybrid band containing both .6K = 0 
and .6K = .± 1 transitions (for HHO m olecules, this is not the case). 
The usual rotation selection rule AJ = 0, + 1 applies to all transitions. 
- -
Unfortunately, the matrix element " tu for an asymmetric top 
(36 
cannot be expressed expltcitly in terms of "good" quantum numbers • 
60 81) • 
• . For a symmetric top, equation (186) becomes 
I Rov•l
2 
.,f., r E\t, K) J o L gJK expl- T 
R 
(187) 
Here we are assuming that practically all of the molecules are in the 
ground vibrational level. Furthermore, at infrared frequencies , the 
induced emission term [ 1 - exp(- hcw/kT)] has been approximated by 
unity. 
. + Tor a symmetric top, the rotational energy is given by · 
(188) 
where A> B > C • For the ground state of the water molecule, the 
val - 1 - 1 following numerical ues apply: A = Z7. 8 em , B = 14. 5 em , and 
- 1 C = 9. Z8 em • The degeneracies of the energy levela are 
gJK = 2(2J+l) for K.;. 0 , and gJK = 2J+l for K = 0. (189) 
From equations (188) and (189) we find that 
J J L gJK exp[· b~¥h>g:::: [4Jexp [· hct.fC Jz}J exp[- he(Ak·T:JBC> Kz]dK) 
K=O 0 
* See Refe renee (6 ), equation ( 11- 13 7 ). 
t See Reference (60), equation (7- 123). 
(190) 
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where the summation has been replaced by an integral. Letting 
y = hc\jBC /kT , (191) 
~ = (A -yr;c: • 1 ) , ( 19 2) 
and 
u ' = 2yJ , (193) 
equation (190) may be written as 
~ [ E(J, K) J t2u' [ ·u ' 2J L g JK exp - ItT 011 '{ exp - "4Y 
K=O 
u ' /2y ] r z ~ exp f • yfjK ]dK (194) 
* or, 
t gJKexp[- E\tTK)] "' (.( -f;}expr-~ zerf[~ E~F!z ( . 
K=O (' y j3 j (195) 
' (237) Substituting the rotational partition function · 
kT 3/l 1/2 1/2 
0 R ~ ( rc ) (m.) = < ~/E~+1PF F (196) 
and equation (195) in equation (187 ), the integrated int enoity-of the Jth 
line in the vibration- rotation spectrum is given by 
(197) 
where 
3 81\' l'1o N 2 
a. 9 a.Ov , = 3hc p I Rov•l · (198) 
Equation (198) re£'ers to each branch of a vibration- rotation band con• 
sisting of P and R branches, and the wavenumb~r •.v has been ap-
proximated by the wavenumber w at the band center. For a 
0 
* Here we u s e t he definition x 
z r z 
erf(x),....., c j expr -~ z~ • 
VTr 0 
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vlbratlon-rotaticm band, 
For the pure rotation spectrum, equation (197) becomes 
where 
811'3 2 
3h2c2 !J.o 
(193a) 
(191a) 
(198a) 
The vibrational matrix element br this case is I ~ 
00 
I 2 :r u 
0
2. where 
llo is the permanent dipole moment of the molecul~K For water vapor, 
p
0
::: 1. 87 Debyes. Equation (19?a) has a dif!e.rent functional £orm than 
equation (197) because, for the pure rotation spectrum, 
hew 
u' = 'Z:yJ = 1t"F • (193b) 
_ In the just-overlapping line model, the average spectral ab-
sorption coefftcient P w is equal to S J divided by the mean line spac-
ing. F or vibration-rotation bands, we have 
~" .. ; 4~ u' E~Fi exp [-;;; zerf [~ E~Ffl , (199) 
i,l ..... r;;;::;' 
st.nee the mean line spacing ia 6 = 2 v BC • 
Measurements of the absolute intensities of all the individual 
bands in the water va.por spectrum have not been made. doldstelnE~P4F 
baa recently obtained absolute intensity values for the bands 1n the 
1. 38 u • 1. 87 u , and 2. 7 u regions using a high-pressure absorption 
cell. These spectral regions each contain s~veral bands which overlap 
one another. 
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* From a table sirnUar to Table X, the relative intensity of each 
of the va.dous banda lying within a particular spectral region can be 
found. This allows the £-number for each transition to be determined, 
and hence, in principle, the intensity at any temperature. Benedict and 
Plyler(Z3S) have given £-numbers for the transitions with the greatest 
intensity in the 1. 1, 1. 38, 1. 87, 2. 7, and 6. 3 u regions. These values 
differ somewhat from Goldstein's , and were obtained from flame meas-
urements which are inherently less accurate than cell measurements. 
Goldstein •e values were used in this caleulatlon for the 1. 38, 1. 87, and 
2. 7 u spectral regions, and Benedict and Plyler's for the 1. 1 u and 
+ 6. 3 u regions. , Table XI presents a comparison of the integrated in-
tensity measurements for varloua transitions. The 3. 2 u (02()-+QOO) 
band was ~saumed to have an integrated intensity of 2 em -Z atm ·l. 
C . APPROXIMATE SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS FOR 
WATER Y;\POR. 
From these integrated intensities and equations (1), (17), (197), and 
(197a), an a priori calculation of the spectral emissivity of water vapor 
was performed at a ton'lperature of llll0 K. and an optical depth of 
77. 42. em atm. Table X gives the relative inten.elties of all of the bands 
16 0 for the specles HHO for T = 300 K. The relative intensities for the 
• Table X gives the relative intensities of the bands falling within a 
given spectral region which are the principal contributors to the total 
intensity at 300°K.. At higher temperatures, other transition~ must be 
taken lnto account. and their relative intensities calculated at that 
temperature. 
t The bands with wavelengths shorter than l!..t (e. g. • 0. 94 \...L, 0. 90u) 
contribute very little to the total emissivity for the temperature range 
of interest here, and will be neglected in this calculation. 
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Tabl e X. Vibrational Transitions of HHo16 at T = 300°K(ZJ6) 
Group Transition (JJ Relative Intensity ~h 
- 1 (em ) 
6 . 3 1-1 000-010 1595. 0 1. 00 + 1 
01o-o20 1556. 4 9 . 6 X 10• 4 + 1 
010 ... 100 2056. 7 1. <) X 10•5 + 1 
OlQ-..001 2160. 6 9. 6 X 10- S 0 
3 . 2 u ooo-ozo 3151. 4 1. 00 + 1 
OlG-030 3073. 4 4. 8 X 10- 4 + 1 
z. 7 u ooo-oo1 3755. 8 .1. 00 0 
000-100 3651. 7 • 10 + 1 
.t1 
01<>-011 3737. 0 4. 8 X 10• - 0 
OlG-110 3630. 0 4. 8 )( 10- 5 + 1 
1. 87 l.l 000-Dll 5332. 0 1. 00 0 
ooo-110 5ZZ5 Z. 0 X 10• 2 + 1 
MM~PM 4668. 4 6 . 7 X 10• 3 + 1 
OlD-021 5279. 0 4. 8 X 10• 4 0 
01()-ol20 5166.0 9 . 6 X 10• 6 + 1 
01()-.040 4551. 0 3. 2 X 10• 6 + 1 
Olo-101 5656. 6 4. 8 X 10- 4 0 
010-200 5593. 1 3. 8 X 10- S + 1 
r:: 
010-+002 5847. 2 5. 8 X 10-::> + 1 
1. 38 IJ OOo-101 7251.6 1. 00 0 
000...021 6874 1. 0 X 10-l 0 
000....120 6761 1. 3 X 10 .. 2 + 1 
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Group Transition (I Relative Intensity 6K 
000...040 6146 4. 3 X 10• 3 + 1 
ooo ... zoo 7188. 1 2. 5 X 10•l + 1 
ooo-oo2 7442.2 z. sxto- 1 + 1 
010-+111 7212.0 4. 8 X 10•4 0 
Olo-<>31 6769 4. 8 X 10- S 0 
Olo-130 6663 6. z v 10- 6 + 1 
010...050 5990 2, 1 X 10• 6 + 1 
010..210 7148. 1 l . 2 X 10• 4 + 1 
010...012 7402. 6 1. 2 X 10 - 4 + 1 
1. 1 ~ ooo-111 8807.05 1. 00 0 
00()..()31 8364. 0 3. 3 X 10- l 0 
OOQ-.130 8258 6. o x 10 .. 2 + 1 
000...050 7585 2. 0 X 10-z + 1 
ooo-210 8743. 1 8 . o x 10- z + 1 
000..() 12 8997.55 1. 2x1o· 1 + 1 
01Q-.121 8727. 12 4. 8 X 10• 4 0 
0 1()-()41 8227. 2 1. 6 X 10• 4 0 
OlQ-.140 8121 2. 9 X 10•5 + 1 
o1o-o6o 7390 9 . 6 X 10• 6 + 1 
OlQ-.220 7050 3. 8 X 10- S + 1 
010-o<>ZZ 7304 5. 8 X 10•5 + 1 
010...300 8994 3. 2 X 10• 6 + 1 
01()-.003 9437 3. 2 X 10• 6 0 
01o-201 9018 6. 4 X 10• 6 0 
010...102 9266 9. 6 X 10• 6 + 1 
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Table X (continued) 
* The wave numbers of the band centers were computed from equa-
tion (132) using the following vibrational constants of Darling and Den-
nison<59) (all ln em • 1 ): 
(1) 1 = 3825. 32 • 
x 11 = .. 43. 89 , 
tt l = 1653. 91 • 
x 22 = -19.5, 
[!!3 = 3935. 59 • 
x33 = - 46. 37 , 
x 12 = .. 20.02, x 13 = - 155. 06, x 23 = - 19.81 • 
I 'I ' = 7 4. 46 , where 'I is the perturbation constant appearing in the 
matrix element: 
< v 1, v 2, v 3 I W I v 1- 2, v 2, v 3 +2 '> = ! ljv 1 (v 1-1 )(v 3 + 1 )(v 3 +2) 
for H 2o. The constants of Darling and Dennison were obtained by 
fitting equation (132) to experimental data (239• 241 >. Slightly different 
( 242) -
constants have been given by Nielsen and are based upon subse-
quent meaaurements<86>. F or H20 , the two vibr~tions v 1 = 3652 cm- 1 
and \1 3 = 3756 em -l have a similar magnitude but can not perturb each 
other since they belong to different sym metry species. The two over-
tones 2v 1 and 2'13 , however, have the same species (A1) and can 
perturb each other. In general, there is F ermi resonance between any 
state (v 1, v 2, v3 ) with v 1 > 2 and the state (v1 .. z, v 2, v 3+2) • T he 
perturbed energy levels are given by equation (130). 
other isotopic s pecies are obtained by m ultiplying the values in T able 
+ 
X by the relative abundances. 
At room temperatures, the absorption ls due primarily to vibra-
tional transitions from the ground state. As the temperature is raised, 
a number of h i gher vibrational statee are excited with appreciable 
populations. T ransitions with D.v 2 = 2 will lie in the 3. 2 u region. 
+ \\'ater vapor contains the following isotopes:' HHo16 (99. 8 per cent), 
HHo 18 (0. 2 per cent), HH017 (0. 04 per cent), HDO (0. 03 per cent). 
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Table XI. Integrated Intensities of V/ater Vapor Transitions 
Spectral 
Region 
Transition Integrated Intensity (cm· 2 atm- 1) 
Bened~~d Goldstetn( 234) Jaffe an1243) Plyler Benedict 
6. 3 u 
2. 7 1.1 
1595 010-000 
3755 001-000 
1. 87 u 5331 011...000 
1. 38 u 7250 101-000 
1. 1 u 8807 111-ooo 
300 
100 180 192 + 28 
30 23. z 
20 8. 7 
0.6 
It is apparent that many hundreds o£ vibrational transitions must be 
taken into account at temperatures of the orde:r of 1200°K. An accurate 
calculation, including all transitions contributing significantly to the 
total absorption in any spectral :region. would obviously require the use 
o£ a digital computer. Hence we shall rnalte the app:roximation. valid 
only lor diatomic molecules, that 
L ~EvlD Vz• v3-+vl+Avl' sz+~vzI vP+~vPF ~ a.(O, o, o-.6.vl ' i::lvz., Av3) 
vl' v z• v3 
and furthe:rmore, that the temperature variation of the integrated lnten-
o 
- (300 K )- o atty is given by a. (T) = T a. (300 K) • 
It should be noted that the intensity distribution within a group of 
vibrational transitions actually shifts to lower frequencies as the tem-
perature is increased and transitions from higher vibrational initial 
• • 
states become important. This shift obviously cannot be accounted for 
in our approximate calculation and, therefore, the computed spectral 
• Thia shift follows from the !ac:t that the vibrational c:on•tants x1j ap-pearing ln equation (132) are negative. 
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absorption coefficients can be expected to differ noticeably from meas-
ured value~ as the temperature is increased. 
Within a given group o! transitions, the relative intensities ap-
pearing in Table X for transitions from the ground state have be&n used. 
The absolute intcnsitiea used in the calculations are shown in Table XI 
only for the strongest transitions. The intensities of the other transl-
ttons ln the spectl"al regions were obtained from the tabulated relative 
intensities. 
The values thus obtained were compared with Nelson's(Z4.4) ob-
* served values. Nelson's measurements were made on self-broadened 
water vapor at temperatures from RRR~ to 1111 °K and total pressure a 
of 1 and 2 atm.. Table XU lists the spectral emiastvity measurements 
on H 20 that have been made to date. Agreement between the calcW.ated 
and mea~gruDed values is e:gpected to be poorest at the lowest pressure, 
since the rotational lines are ineufficlently pressure-brof.dened. This 
expectation is vert.fied by the data. in Fig. 22 where a compa.rieon is 
made for the 6. 3 u band at a. total pressure of 1 atm.. Nelson's meas-
urements were made wi.th low spectral resolution and necessarily in-
clude all of the wealte1· bands which occur in the same frequency interval 
with the moat inten.E:le transitions. Figures 16 through 2.1 show the cal-
cW.ated spectral emissivities for the various spectral regions nod 
Nelson' e measured values. The spectral 
Of the many experitll~!~fmijasurementa made. of the water vapor 
spectra in the infrared{ - - , the majority have been concerned wtth 
the structure of the molecule. Most of. the available data. for the spec-
tral absorption were obtained in connection with atmospheric tra.nsmls-
slc:m studies a.t low temperatures and low partial pressures of water 
vapor where the bands are not pressure-broadened. 
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Table XlL Measurements o£ Spectral Emlssivities or of the 
Absorption by Individual Bands of Wa.ter Vapor 
Spectral Total Optical Temperature Reference and 
Region Pres sur~ Depth (<>i) Method of Mce.s-
(em · l) (atm) and (em a.tm) urernent 
gas used 
!or pres -
sure broad-
enin~ 
3929 0. 066- 0.92 0. 5-3. 14 1273 (219) cell 
3497 
Nz 
2900- 4300 • 063-1. 0 • 002-. 03z 900, 1200, (218) cell 
1500 
H 20 
2900- 6000 0.58 o. 40- 0. 80 1200-2400 (216) rocket 
exhaust 
1100-2200 • 0033-. 98 12-1850 
2800- 4400 • 0028-. 99 3- 3000 
4900- 6100 • 0039-. 97 15-4800 295 (3) cell 
6500- 8000 • 0068-. 97 32-660 
8000- 9500 • 013-. 97 32- 2300 
Nz 
3100- 4200 • 9 2 1. 67-4. 18 1275 (204) cell 
Nz 
2900- 4200 • 13-. 92 1. 67·7. 3 500-1 273 (93) cell 
Nz 
2900- 6200 1 1. 5- Z. 7 1600-2400 (211) roclcet 
exhaust 
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Table XII (continued) 
400- 10, 000 1, 2. 38. 7,77.4 555- 1111 (2.08) cell 
400-10, 000 1, 2 38.7, 77.4 555- 1111 (244) cell 
agreement is fair in the majority of the spectral reglons. Due to the 
low spectral resolution of Nelson•s measurements, better spectral 
agreement is not to be expected. The band absorption 
~and ~ J [1 - exp(-P 111X )1du; :: J ewdu· 
band 
(200) 
is independent of the spectral ellt width(Z), and our calculated values of 
the band absorption are in good agreement with observed values. 
The total emissivity of water vapor was obtained from the re-
lation 
E: ::: 1 J R o s d e! 
cT4 10 UJ 
(201) 
where R w0 is the blackbody spectral radiancy. The calculated total 
emissivity was s = 0. 382. Hottel (95) gives a value of e = 0. 340 for 
X = 3. 54 ft. atm. at 1111 °!< with a total pressure of 1 attn and a zero 
partial preasure of water vapor. Hottel presents curves o£ a. eorreet!on 
factor to be applied to the emissivity for other values of partial pres-
sure and total pressure. He warns against extrapolating these curves 
beyond partial pressure of water vapor greater than 1 atm, where the 
correction factor is equal to 1. 3 • This leads to a (corrected) emis-
sivity value o£ e = 0. 442. Due to the uncertainty ln Hottel's corYectlon 
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~actorI it is felt that the agreement of this calculation is quite good. 
Table XDl gives a comparison of the calculated and observed 
values of absorption in the various spectral regions. Goldstei n(317) 
has recently made further integrated intensity measurements. Using 
his new values, a.000 ... 101 = 7 . 3 and a..OOO-oQll = ZO, the spectral 
emissivity of the 1. 38 tt and 1. 87 1J regions was recalcdated. and the 
results are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The new valuet:l of the ab-
sorption for these regions are given in parentheses in Table XIU. 
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Table Xlll. Calculated Absorption of Water Vapor for 
Variouo Spectral Regions at a Temperature of 1111 °K 
and a Path Length of 1. Z7 Ft. 
Spectral 
Region 
(in !l) 
1. 1 
1. 38 
1. 87 
Total 
P ressure 
(a.tm) 
z 
2 
2. 7 and 3. Z 2 
6. 3 2 
6. 3 1 
pure 2 
rotation 
Absorption (em - I) 
Calculated Observed 
25. 4 26 
300 217 
(256) 
392 260 
(368) 
848 785 
815 857 
726 654 
578 ... 
P ercentage 
Difference 
- z 
+ 38 
(+18) 
+50 
(+ 41) 
+8 
- 5 
+ 11 
... 
-117-
APPENDIX A 
Radiation from Isolated Spectral Lines 
The total emitted radiation of an isolated single spectral llne 
with dispersion contour is described by the Landenburg and Reiche 
law(6, 7 , 308, 309). 
RL 
_:J.Qol 
~ 
tllj 
r 
A. = I r 1 - exp(•P X)]dw 
J ~ ~ j line J 
(a ... l) 
(a- Z) 
(a- 3) 
th 
where RL is the radiancy of the j line whose Integrated intensity is 
j . 0 
Sj , b is the halfwidth o£ the line, and R w is the average blackbody 
J 
radiancy of the line centered at w. • The function f(x) is defined by 
J 
where 1
0 
and 11 are Bessel functions of lmagina.J"y argument and 
x = SX/ Ztrb • 
(a- 4) 
This law reduces to a simpler form !or the limiting casee of 
large or small x . For small values o! x , ~ExF may be replaced by 
the series expansion(3 lO) 
(x/Z)n+Zr 
r ! (n+r)J ' (a- 5) 
and slmUarly, exp(· x) can be expaqded in powers of x . Retaining 
z 
only terms of order x , equation (a• 4) becomes 
- 118-
i(x) = x[l .. (x/2) + ••• ] • (a- 6) 
Hence, for small values of x , the approximate relation 
Aj ~ Z1rbxj = sjx (a- 7) 
can be used. lt is apparent from equation (a- 6) that equation (a- 7) is 
accurate to within q percent u<6• 7> 
X < 0. 02 q • 
For l arge values of x , an asymptotic formula (31 O) for I (x) , 
n 
(a- 8) 
I ( ) C4 ex { 1 + 1- 4n2 + (1 · 4nz)(9- 4n2) + } ( 9) 
n x (Zmc}/2 X: Sx 2! (8x)2 . o • • a-
may be used in equation (a.- 4). Keeping only the first two term.s yields 
f(x) o: (2xhr) 112[ 1 - 1/(Sx) + •.• ] (a-10) 
or, for la.rge values of x , 
Aj :::: Zwb(Zx/'ll')l/Z :: zlj Sjbx' (a- ll) 
E quation (a- ll) is accurate within q percent u<6• 7 > 
X> 12. 5/q , (a- lZ) 
i . e ., it ls accurate within 10 per cent when x > 1. 25 • 
These two limiting forms for the abso~tion by a single line with 
dispersi on contour are referred to as the linear approximation and the 
square root approximation. 
U a line Wldergoes pure Doppler broadening, the absorption co-
efficient is given by(S09) 
(a- 13) 
where m is the mass per molecule. 
- 119-
ln terms of the Doppler hal£width(309), 
1 
( lkT .(,nl )a bD = 2 tiJ. 
me J 
and the absorption coefficient at the center ltne 
the spectral absorption coefficient becomes 
W• !t . 2 
Prt• = P ' exp - ( ~F tn2 , 
and the Une absorption AL is given by 
where 
AL • _r r 1 - exp[ - mjuexpE-t OFgg~ 
e = 
(w-wj FEtnwF~ 
bD 
(a- 14) 
(a- 15) 
(a- 16) 
(a- 17) 
(a- 18) 
ln general, both the Doppler effect and collision damping would 
be expected to contribute to line shape, and in thts case, the line radi-
ancy may be most eaeUy obtained by reference to the curve o! growth 
(see ref. 309, Fig. 4- 8). An asymptotic expansion for line radiancy valid 
(311) ~ ~e w~· of :i·~c:::::er: r~ ;fzi~d-~lta •• and n~a-19I 
where 
a :: (a.- 20) 
and bN and be refer to natural and colllalon halfwidthe, respectively. 
Equation (a- 19) is obtained by expanding 
(a-Zl) 
for values of I ru- w . I >> a and I w- w. I >> b 0 to obtain j J 
P UJ = z 1 + ( '! - a ) :-z + ( 4 - Sa + a ) :4 + • • • • (a· 22) Sj(bN+bc){ 3 2 1 15 Z 4 1 } 
1f(W• W . ) ~ e j 
which is then substituted into equation (a- 1) to obtain the line radiancy. 
It should be noted that, even if the Doppler halfwidth is consid-
erably greater than the Lorentz halfwidth. the square root approximation 
is stiU valid !or sufficiently large x . P hysically, this is because the 
absorption coefficient falls ofi exponentially in the wings of a Doppler 
line, while lt only falln off as (1 / w)2 in the wings of the Lorentz line 
s hape. Thus, at optical dep~s where a line is essentially black at ito 
center, the variation in absorption with path length is determined by the 
wings of the lin.es where the (l/w)2 term dominates. 
The collision halfwidth, be , varies inversely as the square root 
of temperature a..nd directly a.s the pressure of the broadening gas. 
Hence the squue root approximation £or the l1ne absorption can be 
written as 
(a..-23) 
where the subscripts Pa and Pt refer to the absorber and total pres-
sures, respectively, a.nd be 0 is the line ha.Uwldth per \J.Illt pressure. 
0 Since the collision halfwidth b C depends upon whether the line is 
self-broadened, or broadened by a !onei gn ga.s<312- 316> (and self ... 
broadening is mucl'l more effective), one can write 
0 0 0 
be Pt = ba. Pa. + bb pb (a- 24) 
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where the subscript b refers to the foreign gas broadener. 
Both limiting cases of the Landenburg and Reiche law may be 
(203) 
written ln the form 
(a- ZS) 
where K ls a proportionality factor which depends upon the tempera-
ture as well as the nature of the gases. For the limiting ease of weak 
absorption, the exponent m :: 1 and n = 0 ; whUe for the case of strong 
absorption. m = i and n = ~ • The use of total pressure in equation 
(a· ZS) instead of a. linear combination of Pa and pb implies either that 
Pa << !1, or that sel!- broa.dening and foreign gas broadening are 
equally effective. 
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PART 11: RE:f-RESENTATI VE RADIATI VE ENERGY 
TRANSFER CALCULATIONS FOR TRANSI-'ARENT 
AND OPTI CALLY DENSE MEDI A 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Radiant energy transfer in two- phase media may be signifi-
cantly greater than for the case of pure ga.ses because of the much 
higher emissivities of condensed phases. However, when the local ab-
SOl'ption coefficient becomes very large, the radiation becomes "trap• 
ped" locally, ln which case lt must ''difiuse :• to the walls . ln the diffu-
sion approximation, the medium is assumed to be optically dense and 
the dletrlbution of radiant energy ie nearly isotropic. 
For the case of a medium at constant temperature and pressure, 
radiant energy transfer is dependent on geometrical interchange factors . 
These have been evaluated for various conical conflgura.tlons, and a 
representative calculation has been carried out o! the radiant energy 
transfer to a centrally located area element at the plane of inter section 
between two truncated cones. 
Finally, an estimate of the Rosseland mean absorption coeffi-
0 
clent is made for dispersed carbon particles a t 1000 and ZOOO K. 
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n. GENERAL EQUATIONS OF RADIATIVE 
ENERGY TRANSFER l-? 
A. Fundamental Quantities and Deftnitions 
Consider a small volume element with radiant energy density 
pv, t. e. 
(1) 
is the radiant energy in unit volume in the frequency range between v 
and v + dv. 
c!w 
F ig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the geometric configuration 
discussed ln the text. 
The energy •v in the frequency interval v to v + dv passing 
through an element of area dA , in a direction 0 with respect to the 
normal, into the solid angle du' in time dt is 
de = I cos e dA d•t.' dv dt • 
\) \) 
Equation (Z) ls the def)ning relation for I , the radiant flux in the 
\) 
(2} 
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frequency interval between v and v + dv per unit projected area per 
unit solid angle; I is termed the (spectral) intensity of radiation. The 
\) 
spectral radiant energy passing through the cone subtended by the solid 
angle du: in time t = ale (s is the distance traveled; c is the velocity 
of light) is 
p dV = I COB e d!~l (s/c)d.A • 
'I) \1 
The total radiant energy contained in the volume V is 
r ,... 
Vpv = j J 1v coe 0 dw (s/c)dA 
tt• A 
or, since dV ::f dA a cos e , 
1 r p =- J 1 dw . \1 c \} (3) 
m 
In terms of the mean intensity, J , defined as the value of the 
\} 
monochromatic intensity o£ radiation averaged over all directions around 
a. point, viz. , 
(4) 
we find that 
Equation (2) gives the radiant energy in the frequency interval v to 
v + dv which passes across an element of area dA in a direction in-
clined at an angle e with respect to the outward normal into the solid 
angle dtu • The net flux in all directions passing unit area in the fre-
quency interval between v and \1 + dv in unit time is, therefore, 
-1 R 1 ~ 
, F v = J tv cos e d 1·• • 
tV 
(6) 
The net flux, TrF v , depends on the choice of. direction of the normal 
with respect to the reference area. * For later convenience , we defble 
a quantity H\1 by the relation 
(7) 
whence F v ::: 4Hv • (8) 
The pressure exerted by the radiation field ln the frequency 
interval v t{) v + dv on the element of area d.A is 
2 . 
I 1 cos e p= v dw . c (9) 
Equation (9} represents the rate of change of the momentum £ /c in 
\) 
the direction normal to dA • It ls now convenient to define 
(10) 
so that 
4tT p =- f~ • 
c \) (11) 
For isotropic radiation, it is apparent that 
4w z 1 p = - J cos e = "'f' p ·, c \) J \) (12) 
equation (12) is a well-known result and shows that the radiation pres-
sure equ<;Us one-third o£ the energy density • 
• The quantities H and K were first introduced into radiative 
\) \) 
transfer theory by Eddington. 
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B. Continuity Equation for Radiant Energy 
Consider a small cylindrical volume element within a radiating 
medium (see Fig. 2). The height of the cylinder is ds and the base 
has an area d A. 
EJ 
sK----------ds----------•~+as 
Fig. Z. Schematic diagram of an infinitesimal cylinder which constitutes 
a useful concept for a derivation of the continuity equation for 
radiative energy transfer. 
The ra.dia.nt energy, in the frequency interval v to v + dv , 
passing through the surface at the plane e is 
de (a) = 1 (s) dA cLu dv dt , 
\) \) 
whereas the amount passing through the surface at s + ds ia 
de (s+ds) =I (s+ds)d.Adwdvdt . \1 \} 
In traveling a distance ds , the radiant intensity wUl be diminished by 
K I (a) ds dA dw dv dt where K is the absorption coefficient at the 
v \1 \1 
frequency v • On the other hand, the intensity j_)s)d.A de dw dv dt wUl 
be emitted by the material within the cylinder, where j is the emission 
\1 
coefficient at the frequency 'J • If we allow for the energy within the 
cylinder to vary with time, then the amount of energy stored within the 
1 a 
volume is c 1rt I)e) dA d tv de dv . Dividing the resulting equation by 
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de dA dw dv dt • we find that 
(13} 
Equation' (13) is the SchwarzschUd- MUne equation of transfer and is of 
great generality since it clearly applies even if radiant energy transfer 
5 is not the only mode of energy transfer. 
C . The Source Function Sv 
For the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, it follows from 
Kirchhoff's law, that 
whe1 .. e B is the Ktrchhoff· Planck function. However, following Un• 
" 
sb"ld 1, we prefer to define a source function. S , by the expression 
\) 
j = )( s . 
\1 \1 v 
(14) 
In order to calculate the source function Sv as a function of 
frequency v and geometrical depth a , we must look more closely at 
the physical mechanisms oi radiant energy emission. The following 
special cases al'e o! interest: 
1) Local thermodynamic equilibrium.. For this case, the source func-
tion is given by $e Klrchhotf-Planck function 
= B _ Zhv3 1 5
v v - 7 [exp(hv/kT)- 1) (15) 
where T is the local temperature. 
Z) Pure scattering. The energy absorbed in unit volume in unit tlme is 
cr J I dw where cr is the sca~e ring coefficient at the frequency v • 
\1 \1 \1 
w 
The source function becomes now 
s = \1 
0' 
\1 
-'¢. 
v 
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(16) 
3) Both absorption and scattering occur. F or this case, equation (13) 
becomes 
r 1 dit' j v 'iif (17) 
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m. THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION 
When the absorption coefilcients and/ or the gas volume are sui-
flcientl.y large, radiant transfer calculations are n:a de by utilizing the 
diffusion approximation. The diffusion a.ppre»dmation is applicable 
when the radiation mean free path is small compared with the charac-
teristic: dirnenelona of the problem for the wavelengths of interest. 
Before presenting a derivation of this apprmdma.tion, it is of interest 
to note that there have, in fact, been two different approaches which 
led to a dlf#usion equation for radiative energy transfer. 
Early experiments on resonance radiation suggested that when a 
photon is emitted by an individual atom, it does not travel directly to 
the walls of the enclosure, but after traversing a short distance it may 
be absorbed by another atom raising the latter to an excited state. 
This process of emission and reabsorption results ln the tra.ns!er of 
exdtatton energy from atom to atom, and the eventual escape of the ra-
diation to the boundary of the enclosure requires a large number of such 
transfers. The radiation ln such eases is termed "imprisoned1 ' . 8 
K. T . Compton 9• 10 regarded the passage of the quanta of resonance 
radiation through a gas as analogous to the difiuston of foreign gas 
molecules and obtained a 11difiuslon" equation for the number density of 
exci ted atoms, n • in the form 
~ = ( -1: ) \7 2 n (18) 
where 1' ls the lifetime of an individual atom ln an excited state and A" 
ls a mean free path. 
11 MUne later arrived at an equation for the difiusion of radiation 
without recourse to the analogy w1 tb molecular diffusion. Milne 's 
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result is 
a 
2 
( an ) ( N ) 2 an :-zn+T-nt =4 = IK~ 
ax X 
(19) 
where N is the total concentration of atoms. 
Difiiculty in defining a 'correct" value of I" , which would be 
valid over a range of frequencies , led Holstein to the conclusion that 
the description of radiative transport by a diffusion equation wae logi-
12 
cally impossible, although Kentry had earlier included the frequency 
- 101 spectrum for a single line in computing X • 
The second approach, and the one which we shall follow here, 
was suggested by Eddington? who introduced a method involving spherical 
harmonics for reducing the exact lntegro-diUerential transfer equation to 
an approximate differential equation which could be more readily solved. 
** This technique haa become a standard procedure for solving the equa .. 
14 15 tion of neutron transport ' . 
A. Equation of Transfer for Plane deometries~-? 
It Is convenient to rewrite the equation of transfer, equation (17), 
In terms o1 the geometrical depth x measured from the surface. Ref .. 
erence to Fig. 3 shows that 
dx = - de cos 9 • (20) 
Setting 1-1 = cos e a.nd using equation (4), equation (17) becomes 
* See also ref. 13. 
** The equation for radiative transfer, equation ( 17 ), for a grey atmoa-
phere and unpolarized light is identical withthe equation of neutron trans-
port for the c:ase of constant collloion cross section. 
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I 
+ )C 
Fif(• 3 . Schematic diagram ohowing the geometric arrangement dis-
cue&ed in the text. 
1 axv (x.u) at)x, u) 
- at - J...l ax = - ( K + cr ) I + ~ B + cr J • c \1 \) \1 \1\1 \1\} 
and 
In terms of the dimensionless variables 
* t = (x + cr ) ct 
\1 \) 
X 
,. = jr <~ + cr ) dx • 
\} \} \1 
-co 
where 'I' v is the optical depth. equation (Zl) becomes 
Dl ('T , u) DI ('T • t.J. ) 
\1 'J \1 \1 
-.;;......,.,.;;.....- - l.l --K!i-IK~--at~ u v ::: • 1 (T , !J) + T')Bv + (1 - n)J \I " \) 
T') :::; K /('K + j ) • 
\1 \1 \} 
B.. The Spherical Harmonic Method! ' 3• 14• 15• 16 
(21) 
(ZZ) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
The angular dependence of the intenaity0 1\1 , may be e"{)ressed 
conveniently in terms of Legendre polynomials. Thus we set 
Q) 
~<IK v • IJ) = L: ¥ z}t><,. v> p t (l.l) (26) 
t=O 
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where 
1 
f}-~D-FEqF = J 1)\J' u )P t (!J)du . (27) 
-1 
From equations (4), (7), (10), and (27) it ls now apparent that 
I (O) = 2 J , (Z8a) 
\) v 
I (1) -- ., H ~ ' v v (28b) 
I (Z) = 3 K - J • 
v v v 
(28c) 
U I ('1" , 1-1 ) is replaced by the first three terms of the expansion 
\) \) 
given in equation (26) we obtain Chandra.sekhar's16 first approximation, 
viz., 
I (T • ) l!lo&! 1 I (O)p + 3 I (l)p + 5 I (2)p 
vvj...l 'Iv o '!v 1 '!v 2 
The equation of transfer now reduces to 
[ 
aJv DHv 1s a 1 
p o ......... + 3p 1 ~ + Z p 2 -:-T (K • 1" J ) 
Dt Dt ot v v 
aJv aHv 15 a 1 ~ 
• uP 0 ~ • 3i.tP 1 ~ - T uP 2 1r.r (K - '! J ) \) v \) \) \) 
= .. 3P1Hv • ¥ P 2(Kv - ~ Jv) + rtP 0 (Bv - J) . (29) 
Using the recursion formula 17 
and equating the coefficients of the Legendre polynomials, equation (29) 
leads to the following set o£ equations: 
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SJ 8H 
\1 \} 
:-K--~ 
ut \1 
:::: 'll(B - J ) , 
\1 \} (30a) 
8H 
\1 
-;r (30b) 
15 a (K .,! Jv) • 2 :.,.Hv = 
-z-~ \1 :> \1 (30c) 
a 1 1J.r"" (K • "J J ) = 0 • 
'f'\1 v \} (30d) 
• Eddington assumed that the anisotropy of radlatio11 ls suffici-ently 
sma.ll to permit 1•eplacement of cos 2 e in equation (10) by its mean 
value, i. e. , 1 K ~KKIK J • 
\1 :> \l 
(31) 
Equations (30a) to (30d) are now simplified to the following expressions: 
= 0 • 
- .H t \1 
(32a) 
(32b) 
(32c) 
Equation (3lc) shows that the net fiux is constant [see equations (6) to 
(8)) • If I aav I at., << I H\) l ' i. e. • if the radiation mean free path 
(x + r:1 )• 1 ls small compared to a characteristic dimension of the con-v \} 
talner, then equation (32b) becomes 
* Eddington's approximation was originally applied to the interior of a. 
star, and physical reasoning leads to the conjecture that, ln strict radi· 
attve equtllbrium. the radiation becomes nearly isotropic a.t a great 
depth belaw the surface of the star. 5 . 
H 
"' 
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whereas equation (32a) takes the form 
aJ 1 a2J 
\) \1 
-:-.- ~ '! :--z + n(B, - J ) • 
at a-r v .; " 
(33) 
(34) 
Equation (34) is known as the "diffusion approximation" to the equation 
of radiative transfer. 
18 19 Lehner a.nd Wing ' attacked directly the time- dependent 
transport equa.tiOl'l, equation ( 17 ). Their method of solution involves 
advanced- function theory and the theory o£ semigroups of operators. 
A simpl er version is needed for practical work and, for this reason, 
solutions of the dlfiusion approximation are of interest. 
c. Boundary Conditions 
A physically meaningful solution of equation (34) requires im-
position of appropriate boundary conditions. HO\'I."ever, since the difiu-
sion approximation cannot apply in the immediate neighborhood of the 
boundary of the system, considerable caution is necessary in us.ing the 
20 diffusion approximation • 
The boundary conditions for a. medium radiating to a black en• 
closing surfa.ee at temperature T = 0 , which corresponds to maximum 
heat transfer from the medium to the surface, are the same as for the 
problem of radiative equUibrium of a stellar atmosphere, i . e . , 
for - l<u<O . (35) 
As was noted by Chandra.sekhar 16, this boundary condition is equivalent 
to an infinite set of linear relations as T \! - 0 among the quantities 
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1 (t ) defined in equation (27), · which clearly cannot all be satisfied by 
\1 
reta.lning only a !inite number o£ terms in the expansion given in equ.a .. 
tion (26). Nevertheless, the use of equation (35) should give a g>eason~ 
able approximation to the actual radiative transfer. 
Equation (32e) leads at once to the integral 
F 1\ = constant s 'iJ;v , (36) 
whleh clearly lnsures the constancy of the net integrated .flux. Since 
Hv is constant, equation (33) can be integrated with the result 
Jv = .;F '1' +a. 
"* V\J -
where a is an arbitra1y constant. As the optical depth 
equ.a.tlon' (3'7) ehows that 
3 J ... "TF T \1 4;t \) \) 
T _.CD' 
\) 
(37) 
(38) 
In order to determine the constant !. , Chandrasekhar requires the .flux 
lncl~ent on the surface as T 'J - 0 to be equal to the constant net .flux 
J = 2,H = F I Z in the interior of the radiating gases. Thus 16 
\) \) \) 
) 3 2) J (-r = "T F (T + ""~" • 
\) ".1:\)\) ::> 
(39) 
Unsb"ld1h.as discussed the exact solution to the pchwar~schlld· 
MUne [see equation (13)] integral equation by numerical methods. He 
repl aces equation (39) by the relation 
3 
J)T):: 4Fv(T\J +q(-r)J (40) 
where q(O) = 0. 5774 and q(ro) = 0. 7104. According to equation (40), 
at a p lane b<>Wldary between a radiating medium and a completely ab-
sorbing surface, the asymptotic distribution oi the radiation intensity 
-16 2• . 
should extrapolate to zero at an "e~-trapolation length" corresponding 
-1 20 to the distance 0. 5774 (x. + a ) beyond the surface. Mazur and 
. \1 \} 
had~nol!wl I 22, however, have ignored this extrapolation length in 
formulating the boundary conditions in their treatment of radiative 
transfer by the di!fuslon approximation. 
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IV. RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER TO CENTRALLY LOCATED 
AREAS IN CYLlNDRlCAL AND CONICAL CHAMBERS 
CONTAINING ISOTHERMAL, GREY EMITTERS 
In the apecial case where scattering may be neglected, and the 
temperature and pressure are constant, the transfer relation given in 
equation (13) may be integrated for a particular direction with the result 
I :: B [1- exp(• x s)] . 
v v v 
(41) 
Substituting equation (41) into equation (7), the net radiant flux ie found 
to be 
0 "' 1rF ::z Z'IT' \} v 
'Cf/Z 
r j 
0 
B [ 1 - exp(•K s)1cos 6' sine' de' \} v . . (4Z) 
where s is in general a function of 6 ' , and '11'B = R 0 is the black-
" v 
body radiancy in the frequency range between v and v + dv • 
Consider the axisymmetric geometric arrangement sketched 
in Fig. 4. The path length for the region labeled 1 is 
s 1 = H/cos 9' 
and the path length in the region labeled Z le 
rl 
s = 2 rz- rl 
[sine I - ( H ) cos e I] 
(43a) 
(43b) 
The total radiant £lux, Q , incident ln unit time on unit area dA is 
found by substituting equations (43a) and (43b) into equation (42) and 
23 :e:r~r o~:~:qtr;l - e:e( ·:;a~l: J coo 9' sinO' dO' 
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'ff/Z [ ( 
+ J 1 • exp .. 
eo 
x.."').) rl )] J --~~--- coaa' sine' da' (44) 
rZ .. rl 
sln a' .. ( H ) cos a I 
~----------~------------~ 
CD 
H 
s 0 
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a.n axisymmetric radiating region in the 
s hape of a truncated cone. 
where T is the apsumed constant temperature of the medium. lf a 
m 
constant value ltL is used for the linear absorption coefficient (i.e., 
the emitter is assumed to be grey), then equation (44) may be written 
as 
(45) 
where 
cos 9' sin 'i ' dG' (46) 
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and 
<z= 2 j 'z[l · e"P / . l<Lr;
2
.r
1 
)]cose' sine' de' (47) 
e 0 \ sin e ' - ( H ) cos e · 
By making the subetitutton2 J..l = 1/cos 9' , equation (46) is re-
duced to the form 
(48) 
and carrying out the integration givee 24 
2 2 lCLH 
e l = sin 9 - 2E3(KL H) + 2cos 80 E 3( coseo ) • (49) 
co 
The 'functions E (,..) = J exp(- Tz) dz are tabulated by Kourganoff3• 
n 1 zn 
It should be noted that E 3(-r) = #(T) where 2(T) is the function defined 
by Schmidt. 23' 24 
The integral appearing in equation (47) can be easily evaluated 
only for the case r 1 = r 2 = r • Thus, for the cylinder, we find (com-
pare Ref. 23) that 
, 2 2 IC'Lr 
Cz = cos eo - 2E3(l<L r) + 2sin 9oE3 ( sin9 ) • (50) 
0 
For the more general case of a truncated cone, the integral in equation 
(47) has been evaluated numerically using the WDPC IBM 7090 com-
* puter. The results of these numerical calculations are presented ln 
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 , where 
fr/Z 
1::;; l(a,p, eo) = I [1 - exp <sine' --mcos~DFF sine ' cose• de' (51) 
eo 
is plotted as a function of f3 = (r2- r 1 )/H for fixed values of a. = EL r 1 
The aid of Mr. B . E . Gray in programming the problem ia gratefully 
acknowledged. 
1 
0 = 10° )0 
~ 
-0 
CD 
.. 
<n. 
d 
H' 10..:Z. 
Fig. 5 
15° 20° 
' 
I I I 
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1M1 ~---------------------------------------------------------
10-3 
10-4 
. 1 
Fig. 7 
I 
75° 
80° 
1 10 
f3-
The quantity I(a , f3, 8 ) , defined in equation (51), as a function 
0 
0 L 8 0 "T. -2 
of f3 for 1 0 f: e 0 - 5 and a = KL r 1 = 1 X 10 • 
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with e
0 
as a variable parameter. 
-For a < 10 -2 , it is readily shown that the quantities 
I(a., ~K 8
0
)/c are essentially constant for fixed values of ~ and 9
0
• 
The exponent varies from • o./f3 at 0 = 0 to a a.t 9 = tr /2 ; hence 0 0 
-2. for • 1 ~ J3 6 10 and a = 10 , the maximum value of the exponent is 
·1 10 • For small values of a. , the exponential in equation (47) may be 
expanded and 
tr/2 
- a. r cos e ' sine' de' 1
- '-1 sine 1 - ~cos e D (for small values of a. ). (52) 
80 
U 9' = ( + y where tan y = ~ , then equation (52) becomes 
{tr /ZJ..y 
I ,.... a. cosy r [ sin2( cos2y + cos ?r sinZy ] d r (53 ) 
- z j - sin( 'o 
and 
() •V 
·o ' 
(54 ) 
Therefore, in terms of (;3 = tan y , e quation (54) can be written as 
F or 
... !3 (cose0 + !)sine0 + W) 
+ ~ -tn sin!) - ~cos e l+f3 0 0 
(for small a. ) • (55) 
rr = 10•4 , j3 = o. 5 , e = 45° , the exact result is I = 0.429839 
0 
whereas equation (55) leads to the value 1 :::~: 0.4 29895. 
For large values of a , the exponential term is negligibly 
small and 
or 
w/2 
f~ J sin9' cos e' de 
eo 
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(for a. large) , (56) 
(for a. large) • (57) 
0 For n = 10, e 0 = 45 , the ex.aet value of I varies from 1 = • 249996 at 
13 = 0 to I = • 250000 at 13 = 1. 0 • 
To summarize, for aK~ 10 , l(a., f3 , e ) is well approximated by 
0 
-3 
equation (57) and, for a. ~ 10 , by equation (55). For intermediate 
values of a. , the desired results may be obtained from Figs. 5, 6, and 
7. Thus the problem of radiant heat transfer to a centrally located 
area in cylindrical and conical enclosures has been completely solved 
subject to the assumptions that the emitting system is at the constant 
tel'!lpera.ture Tm and the linear absorption coefficient has the constant 
value K'L • For convenience, the function E 3 ('T'.) is listed in Table I 
for representative values of 'T • 
v 
As an example, the radiant heat transfer has been calculated to 
an area element at the throat of two intersecting cones for the geo-
~ -3 -1 
metrical configuration indicated in Fig. 8 and for KL = 1. zxlO em • 
... 
Fig. B. Diagram showing the geometri.c configuration used in the text 
for the computation of radiant heat transfer to a centrally lo~ 
cated area at the intersection of two cones. 
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TABLE I. Values of E3(T) 3 
'r E3('1') ,. E3(T ) v v \I 
0 • 5000000000 o. 60 . 1915506378 
o. 01 • 4902765642 0. 70 • 1660611621 
0. Ol • 4809682915 o. 80 • 1443238017 
o. 03 • 471997 6872 o. 90 • 1257029783 
0 . 04 • 4633239418 1. 00 • 1096919670 
o. 05 • 4549188498 1. 25 • 0785723481 
0 . 06 • 4467608833 1. 50 • 0567394897 
0. 07 • 4383326798 1. 75 • 0412393202 
0. 08 • 4311 197306 2. 00 • 0301333804 
0.09 • 4236096057 2. 25 • 022.1169820 
o. 10 • 4162914579 z. so • 0162953698 
o. 20 • 3 51 9453 121 2. 75 • 0120459808 
o. 30 • 3000418266 3. 00 • 0089306461 
0. 40 • 25728642.33 3. 25 • 0066380708 
o. 50 • 2216043643 3. 50 • 0049453783 
The total radiant heat transfer from the fluid to unit area at the center 
. . 
of the p lane located at the intersection between the two conee is 
4 . 4 Q = oTm (e 1 + tz + e: 3 + e 4 ) = 0. 0447oTm , 
slnc:e 
e: 1 :: o. Ol41 , e 2 = o . 0095 , .: 3 =? o. 0131 , and e:4 = o •. ooso 
for the assumed configuration. 
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V. ROSSELAND MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS 
lN TWO· PHASE SYSTEMS 
A.. Definition of Rosael and Mean Absorption Coefficient 
The equations of transfer ln the diffusion approximation given 
.in equations (32a) to (3Zc) refer to monochromatic radiation. To obtaln 
tl1e total radiant esiergy transfer, these e3q>reesions must be integrated 
over all frequencies . To each monochromatic quantity, C (e. g, , in-
" 
tensity I , mean intensity J , etc.), there corresponds an integral 
" " 
(58) 
and the equation o£ transfer for the integrated quantities will have the 
same form as for tlte monochromatic quantities if a mean absorption 
coefficient, ~i I is defined as 25 
1 
k L , Ro 
I 1 8B ;- --zrT-dv 
v (59) 
• 1 Z 7 Z6 The quantity ~iI Ro is the Rossel and mean absorption coef.fic1ent. ' • • 
SUbstituting for the Kirchhoff- Plancl-t function B in equation (59) leads 
\1 
to the expre·saton 
1 1s r 
= 4;4 J 
kL.Ro 
where x = hv/kT , and 
ing function. ' ' 
If induced emission ts includ~dI )t,J in equation (60) should be 
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replaced by 
-x K ' ::: K (1-e ) , 
\) \) (61) 
a correction which is important only when x < 1 • 
B. Mean Abso!J>tion Coefilc:lents for Dispersed Carbon Particles 
In a two-phase system consisting of particles dispersed in a 
gas, the pa:-ticles may be treated as molecules if they are sufficiently 
• small for the wavelengths of interest and scattering ls unimportant. 
In thls c:aee, 
iot" = pP + NJ 
" a 
(62) 
where P" is the spectral absorption coefficient of the gas in appropri-
ate units, p the pressure of the gas, N the n~ber of solid particles 
per unit volwne, and o a the absorption cross oection of the particle. 
If the gas radi ation i s negligi b l e c ompared to that of the p a rticles 
a t a g i v e n w ave l ength, then 1-t !:::! No . 
'.J a 
(63 ) 
Theoretical estimates of oa may be made, ln principle, for 
all particles by using the Mie theory29• 30 provided the optical constants 
are avaUable for the particle system. Usually they are not. Hence it ls 
customary to a.sswne that low· temperature measurements of bulk 
properties may be extrapolated to high temperatures and apply to par• 
ticles. Stull and Plass 28 have performed extension calculations of scat-
tcrlng and total cross sections and of spectral emiasivities for carbon 
. 31 
using (extrapolated) bulk properties measured by Halpern and Hall • 
lOI The ~se where scattering cannot be neglected has been discussed by 
B artky; however. the calculations of Stull and Pla.aslS show that the 
scattering cl'Oas section for finely divided carbon particles is usually 
much smaller than the total cross oection. · 
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Their results have been used to estimate the Roeseland mean absorp-
tlon coefficient for carbon particles of 200A and 987 A radius for a 
12 3 
number density of 10 particles per em • F rom equations (60) and 
(62) it is apparent that the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient is 
directly proportional to the number density and, therefore, KL, Ro 
may be calculated for any concentration of carbon particl es having the 
specified radii. 
The total cross section is plotted as a function of wavelength in 
Fig. 9 for carbon particles with 200A and 987A radius using the results 
of Stull and Plass 28• For these carbon particles, the scattering cross 
section is negligibly small compared with the absorption ·cross section, 
and hence the latter is practically identical with the total cross section. 
The dashed portions of the curve were .extrapol ated by using th e 
relation3 2 
), D~ = constant . 
\1 
(64} 
. 28 29 30 Equation (64) follows directly from the express1ons ' • for the 
total cross section, at , and scattering cross section, cr 
8 
, given by 
the Mie theory: 
(65a) 
<X> 
o s = z, ( : ) 2 I: ( 2'+ 1 )( Ia .t I + lb: I 2 > , (6Sb) 
t=l 
where ;~ e denotes the real part of the summation, the parameter p ls 
equal to 2tra/'A , ~ is the radius of the sphere, and the complex coef-
ficients a{ and hi can be expressed in terms of p and N 5 n - i x ' , 
the ratio of the propagation constant of the sphere to that of the medium. 
<rv, t ,c,.,• 
ci~ K 9 
-
--
---
--- ---- -/r=ZOOA 
--j:-
--
--
---
60 
Wavelength, KKIKIicKron~ 
The total atsorption cross section ~vIt for spherical carbon 
particles ~ith radius 200A and 987 A as a function of wave-
len~th (from ref. 28). The dashed part of the curve is extra-
polated . 
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Here n is the refractive index of the particle and ;..1 is the absorp-
tion index of the particle. 
When the ratio of radius a to the wav elength>.. is so small that 
5 3 p can be neglected tn comparison with p , all the coefficients are 
negligibly small except for29 
b r _ · Zi k~ • I 3 · Zi ((n2 .,.z - I) • i (Zn><' ) / 3 1661 1 
- .,.- N 2+z P = ~ l"<n2- \<'2+2)- i(2nK') j P • 
In this case, the absorption erose section, "a , becomes simply 
I l r a a = c t - a 8 ~ 6w(a p) He (b 1 ) • 
It now follows that 
( 48w a 3 n11 ' L 1 
"a ~ ~ (n2- ,l+Z) + (2nK' )z. s A • (67) 
1n Figure 10 the quantity G(x)ht' is plotted as a function oi 
\) 
x = h\J /kT for 200A-radius carbon particles with a number density of 
12 3 0 10 particles per em , at temperatures of 1000 and 2000 K. The 
Rosseland mean absorption coefficients are seen to be 0. 318 and 0. 937 
- 1 
em , respe·ctively. SlmUarly, in Fig. 11, the results are plotted for 
987A- radlus carbon particles with a number density of 1012 particles 
3 . 
per em ; the corresponding Rooseland mean absorption coefficients 
are 20. 6 and 65. 5 em - l at 1000 and 2000°K, respectively. Thus, the 
expected result is found that the mean absorption coefficient for carbon 
particles increases with temperature and particle size, for a fiXed 
number density. 
. 26 
c. A Comparison of Radiative and Conductive Heat Transfer 
For a system in which the local tempe ra.ture is defined, it is 
interesting to compare the relative magnitudes of conductive and 
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radiative hoat transfer. For the one-dimensional case, Fourier's 
equation of heat conduction is 
Q = - X c c 
dT 
C'IX' ' (68) 
where ),c is the thermal conductivity [cal/ sec em °K1 and Q io the 
heat energy flowing through a u n it a r e a in unit time. From 
equations (8) and (42), we find for the radiant energy flux 
CD 
Q = 411' I H dv • 
r " 
(69) 
0 
If the diffusion approximation, equation (33 ), is used, equation (69) be-
comes 
Q 
r 
CX) 
I+ 0 \) 
dJ 
d~ D d\) (70) 
where scattering has been neglected, and the x'-direction has now been 
chosen to be in the direction of increasing temperature ( cotnpare equa-
tion (20)]. Rosaeland25 has shown that for large optical depths the 
spectral radiant intensity, I (9) , becomes eosentially isotropic, and 
\} 
approaches the local spectral steradiancy, B (T) • Hence J in equa.-
\1 \) 
tlon (70) can be replaced by B , and 
\} 
00 d 00 dB 
- 4m r 1 Bv - 4Tr dT J 1 
or ~ ~ J -;;- '('IX'i dv = "'3 ax' x a:i- d'J . 
0 \} 0 \} 
Using equation (60), equation (71) reduces to 
(71) 
00 dB 3 
Q ~ .::.!:! E~F 1 r
1 
~ dv :: • l6 crT E~qxIF !i · ).r ~IK (72) 
r .:> ux' kL, Ro ._ u ~ 3k ux 0 L , Ro 
-180-
Comparing equations (68) and (72), it is apparent that radiative energy 
transfer will dominate if 
A s 
r 
3 
16<1 T >"-
3RL R c 
• 0 
(73) 
Consider, ior example, a two- phase system consisting of 
spherical carbon particles dispersed in a gas whose average molecular 
weight is 36. Assuming the carbon partiel~s to have a radius of 200A, 
the volume per particle is approximately 3 X 10• 17 cm3 • Thus, for 
particle densities lese than 1015 per cm3 , the thermal conductivity, 
"-c• will be essentially that of the gas alone. 33 
Assuming, for simplicity, that the gas is monatom i c. then the 
thermal conductivity is given by34 
A 1. 99 X 10- 4 /T!W 
c = 0z 0(z, z}* (74) 
where "-c. is in cal/(Cm sec °K), W is the molecular weight in 
gm/mole, T is the absolute ten'lperature in °K , a represents the 
(Z 2}* 
collision diameter in A , and 0 ' is a collision integral. Setting 
_I 2, 2 )* "' .. 4 0 n• = 1 and a = 3. 5A , we obtain >.. ::: 0 . 86 x 10 cal/~m sec K ) 
c 
0 - 4 0 ) 0 at 1000 K , and >..c = 1. 21 X 10 cal/(cm sec K at 2000 K. 
The Stefan- Boltzmann constant1• a= 1. 355 x 10 .. 12 cal/(cm2 
sec °h~ Hence, for a temperature of 1000°K, we have (16/3)a T 3 = 
7. 227 x 10- 3 cal/(cm2 sec 0 I<} and the energy transport will be domi-
nated by radiation lf ItL, Ro < 84 cm- 1 at 1000°K. Reference tO Figs. 
10 and 11 shows that this condition cou-esponds, for carbon particles, 
14 3 to number den·sities of l ess than 2. 5 x 10 particles/em with ZOOA 
radius particles or 4 x 10 12 particles/cm3 for particles o! 987A radius. 
-181 -
0 ~ - 1 SlmUarly, at ZOOO K, we must have ~iI Ro < 475 em for 
radiative transfer to exceed the energy transport by conduction. which 
would requh·e, for carbon particles, number densities of less than 
5 x 1014 particles/c:m3 for particles of 200A radius or 7 x 1012 parti• 
clea/cm3 for particles with 987A radius. 
The concept of a"radiation conductivity, " A , has also been 
r 
used in calculations of the heat transfer in molten glass(35• 40>, the 
heat flux being given by 
(75) 
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